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A nosaic disense of So J'"' niim ot^ -^ 'n'^ nse vns inve-Bt-
icitf^d ind was to be due to a vlr^is -wtLich was called 
Sol'^ nurn -^ notarionse 'nos"'ic virus (SaMV) . Sar'V a 
lirm'tGd host ri^ nnp. Out of 80 olpnt spocies inoculatf^d only 
13 .^^ T-cios were in^'ectad. evoked systerric symotoms in 
^ont +-he s l^an^^oeous hosts except 4 viz, N. t^ b^acum cv, 
W'ite '^urlf'y/ n* sylvr-stris/ N. ^-rstj'^a and Datura stramonixmi 
On wniCM n'^croric local I'-.ions evoked. IJoc -^otlc local 
lesions w^re also evoked on 2* rant i^olor C. a Ibum and 
S.* niur'' le. SaFV is transmissible by rPT^unj sap inoculation 
and by araft-'ng. r^Q vector w-^ s found among the ar.'-'ids/ white 
flif^s ''nd r"m-itodes/te<3 ted . 
SaFV 'as thermal inartivation point of 70°C; dilution 
nnd point o 1.06; and lon'-r-vitv j_n vj tro of 16 d^iys. SaMV 
ittai-ed r xinurn -^orr^ontrati on 13 days a-^ter inoculation 
in tabicuiD cv, An^nd-3,0,01M phosn'-i=te buffer p^ '^ 7.0 v;as 
founJ t^ -' the mn^ t ruitrbl^^ nP'-TL'Tn to ma-'nta1n t'^ e infec-
tjvity of the vlr-.is. Sa"V vns ouri^ard by a method involving 
extraction in . phosn'^ a^te Puffer pH 7.0 contiininc 0.01 
DOr r-opt sulphite, 1 "oor cont no^ 'ilum c loride and 
O.OIK diethyl d1 th ioca rb-^ nip f^. iBst traces o-f^  ho<-t proteins 
and other cont-mimtinn nalcr^'als wf^ r^  removor^  by r-ate 
zon-^ l -^ ev-sity Gradient -entr i^ i^i r^ tio*-. P^ 'r^ n^f^ *^  preparations 
exhipjt'^'i one licf^t scatterinc band in sn^rose 'density 
qr^-diont cojumns. A sirale peak vj-'s observed in the analytical 
ultra centri^^nge. "^ he sedimer-tation coefficient w^" calculated 
to I73s. Put-if led nrep''r-^ " tions g^ve an r I tra-violer 
absorption spf^ ctrum typical of nuc leo-proteins s'nowing 
5 o^r cent RNZ^ , P'"^ified crepar-'tions r-evea led the presence 
of rioid rods of 318 x 18 nm in tlie electron microscope. 
Sa?:V ant^ '^ e^ -Mr nave nrocipiten test t-ter O'^  127), SaMV 
sbowrd n'->^oloaica 1 re Jati^ns'i ip v/ith cucuir.ber qreen mottle 
mosaic/ Dumpkin roo-~aiC/ cov/pea mosaic (a i^ 'V Strain) and 
bottl^ oonrd mc-aic viruses. It 3eems that Saf^ V is a hitherto 
unr'^ nor-ted strain of tomoto mosaic virus. 
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iBsassioisifi 
solanuro arootipena* svenson* a tnerober of th« family 
Solanaeeae, was f i r s t r«port«d by sveaaon Cl94e) fro® Pertt 
who described the species es folleyus t 
"Ml erect bti^y pl^^nt, leaves alternate* ovate-
acumitiHte* 9 cm long 5 csn broad with prminent nerves* s l i ^ t l y 
hairy* petiole 2-4 cm longy inf5oreacence terrains 1 receme* 
peduncle 4-5 cm long* calyx 3««4 wn long* 5 toothed strigose* 
4 
corolla w'Tite* shortly cambanulate i*<i«S cm in diameter* 
S-lobes acute* pubescent on outside* stamens 5* filaments 
5* egu^Jl in length* 05-1 tm long* anthers S«6 mm long* 1«5-. 
2*0 mm broad porc's dehlscencei style glabrous, 5.0 mm 
longi ferries glcbulor* glabrous cm in dipme^teri 
seeds deltoid 5 mr across* conipressed* yellcw* 
Ttie seeds of 2,* amotapense were acquired from Prof. 
J«0* Halites* Bot«ny t^epartment* Uhivensity of Birmin^ara, 
ty,K. for experimental purpose, flieedlings'raised frcw these 
» 
seeds wer# grocn in experimental plotn, a£ the Department 
oi Botany* Some of these plants exhibited* green mosaic* 
particularly on the emerging leaves (Pig.I) • l^e older leaves 
•adiibited only mild symptoms. No symptoms were discernible 
on stems and flowers. Four out of six plants «diibited these 
syniptame. 
2 
The pr0valence of a disease on an Introduced plant 
attracted my attention* Attenpts were made to charectesdze 
the causal a^^nt of the disease* The present study deals 
* 
with the characterization and identification of the causal 
agent based on h08t«>range« syraptoniatQlogy, transmission* 
bio-physical properties* purification* electronticroscopy 
and serology* 
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Q m m ^ 2 
RgyiE C^ LITE I^TU.^B 
The present xeviavr, in the absence oc any report of 
a virus on amota«?en8e< concerns vrith the viruses x»pozi:ed 
to Occur on different genera o£ the family Solanaceae in 
general and different species of the genus solanum in par-
ticular* 
Quanjer (l922) reported four diseas® of potato from 
Holland* Leaf roll t/as characterized by rolling and upward 
position of upper leaves* which showed reddish coloration* 
Phloem necrosis was also found in infected plants and the 
disease was transmitted by aphids* Mosaic wus characterised 
by pale patches on the leaflets* Aphids carried this disease 
and i t was also transmitted by grafting to tomato and tobacco 
but not by rubbing healthy plants with diseased sap* Aucuba 
mosaic was characterized by prominent localized yellow patches* 
Zt was transmitted by Raft ing to tobacco and potato plants* 
Oatura stramonium^ Solamua dtalcamra. Nieotiana tabacum. Atropa 
bella^na and Hyoscvawus niqer were found synptcmless carriers 
of the disease* crinkle disease produced symptoms like those 
of mosaic but there were marked corrugations, th« margins 
and tips curled dcwnwards* The leaflets were brittle and turned 
yellow prematurely and the lower leaves dropped off* Necrotic 
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ar«a« wor« foand in th« parenchyma* near the condactlve 
tisKae of the phloem* The diseaae was transmitted by grafting 
to potato* tomato Hyoscyamue nicer* Datura c atramonium. and 
Atrcpa balladona* Ihe author suggested proper seed selection 
as a method o£ control* oucomet (1922) while studying the 
"deganeration** disease of the potato observed that varieties 
particularly subject to leaf roll are more liHely to be 
attacked by mosaic than viee versa. None o£ the 70 varieties 
tested proved really immune* He conducted that th®, disease 
is not the result of cultivation since some wild spacies also 
became infected* Gardner and KendricH (l922) studied over« 
wintering of tomato t«>saic in Indiana and sug^stQd that ^ e 
virus n:ight be carried over winter by moans of hot house 
tomato crops in tomato seeds* in related perennial weed hosts 
or by insects* Perennial weeds were found to be in^ortant 
agents in the over-wintering of the disease* It v/as found in 
the weeds Phvsalis subcO-abrata* P* vlrqiniana P* hetercaphylla^ 
and flfroi and was transmitted from each of these 
to tonsto* The disease was transmitted form tomato to the 
«nnu«l plants* gciauMi niacum* £* inteagrifolium and Lyccpersicon 
plag)inellifoliuw taut not to Oatura stramonium* It was also 
transmitted fxm tobacco to tomato and on cultivated g>>vsali« 
pubeseens* flkticeptible annual weeds were considered responsible 
in the «>read of the disease daring the growing season* 
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Eradication o£ solanacaous weeds* apacially tha perannial 
orea and thoaa in and naar tomato was reconfiNinded as a control 
Rieasure against mosaic* 
Overwintering tobacco mosaic disease was discussed, 
in the 35th annual report of the Korituky Agricultural Es^eri-
mental Station (Anon» 1922) • 2t was reported that the mosaic 
disease of tobacco was carried in the root stocHs of the 
]»all neetle (s^lanuro g^gpl^ngngf) and ground cherry (Phvsalis 
sp«}« but m^aic diseases of bean« red clover* soybean and 
pokweed (Phytolacca decandra) were not transmitted as well as 
leaf roll of potato to tobacco-
Palm and Jochetns (1924) tabulated sane solanaceous and 
non-solanaceous plants as disease carriers for tobacco mosaic* 
They were SfiUQUQI ferat* melonqena. s« 
verbastifolium. jSEZSE* ffj^tOTUlff Sgqpay^a 
Capsicua annuuw* Physalis ancwlata and £• minima* 
Johnson (1926) studied sane differential hosts of tobacco 
mosaic virus (TMV) and reported SQlanuro rostratum a new host of 
TNV while woundsd stems of Datura stramCTiiuBi* potato* pepper 
and other plants reacted with the production of conspicuous 
lesions. Sonetines jftefft^iM flLHttoWft and WltiCft were 
killed by stsm lesions* M* qlauca was stunted as a result of 
tobacco nosaie vicus infection but with l i t t l e or no mottling* 
6 
Solanum malonoana (mgg plant) was Infactad by tho vlrua with 
difficulty and seldom ahcwad noitling though stunting and stem 
or leaf necrosis were prominent in young plants* 
Transmission Qf mosaic disease by aphid frcm tomato 
to potato and tomato in a limited number of cases under 
controlled conditions was reported in the thirty ' f i fth annual 
x^port of Washington agricultural experimental station (Anon* 
1926) • Ko transmission of mosaic throug i^ the seeds of solan^ 
nigrum and Datura straroonium was obtained in cepeated tests* 
Van Der i^eulen (l928) studied th© intertranstniesibility 
of the mosaic diseases of various agricultural He 
concluded on th© basis of cross*inoculation escperiment^ that 
the mosaic diseases are very strictly specilised on their 
specific hosts* On the other hand white clover mosaic was 
transmitted to potato through Aphis it^^ni but not through 
£1* P<rsic—* "Aie mosaic occurring cm splanum niqnun was found 
distinct from that of the edible potato and the two were found 
intertransmissible by means of M. oeraieae* 
wingard (l928) investigated the occurrence and symptoms 
of tobacco ring spot on a number of species and varieties of 
Nieotiena and on a variety of hosts ott»r than tobacco* ZAf^ction 
was obtained on 38 gtnera in 17 fdcoilies by swabbing their 
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Ittaves with cotton plugs soaked in the fresh sap and 
maearated tissxaes of a Kentucky Yellow tobacco p^nt exhi-
biting typical syieptoms of ring spot* The f irst synptoms of 
» 
ring spot infection appeared 3 days aftjer inoculation and . 
bec^ne systemic 10 days later* Zn most of the cases, ^ e 
infection was confined to the leaves but in several tobacco 
varieties stems were affected and in vegetable marrcx^  fruits 
were a tweeted* 
Likhite (1929) transferred tobacco mosaic to tomato. 
Petunia hvbrida, Solanuw nigrum and Hyoeevamus nicer by grafting 
and in tbsee he observed the precence of crystals in the epidermal 
tiaaues and hairs* 
Valleau and Johnson (l926) observed in t ^ course of 
their work cm the virus diseases of tobacco^ that tne incidence 
of disease in tobacco was always mora £rer|uent in or r^ar 
fields in whidi potato has been gxrovm for several ysars* He 
ccmcludsd from transniasion es«>ariraents that the virus diseases 
originat* largsly from the weeds, the eradication of which was 
considered essential to the protection of healthy seed potato 
destined for certification* 
KotUa (1930) studied the effect of roguing on the 
control of virus diseases of potato* The field was rogued at 
weekly intervals, beginning about six weeks after planting and 
was eprayed six tines against aphids with Bordeaux mixture 
plus nicotine sulphate* After the f irst roguing, primary streak 
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(synptORui of which wer* identical with thos« of rjgos« mosaic) 
and primary leaf roll vwr* the only disease found in the field* 
Tubers selected at random when indexed in the gzeen* house 
shewed a high percentage of ii mosaic and leaf roll infection 
despite precautions taken in ttie matter of aphid control* 
anith (i93i) while studying the virus diseases of potato 
investigated a ring spot disease of solanuro capsicastrum* H® 
noted the great diversity of syreptans evoked by the virus on 
different hosts* Transmission of the virus using M* persieae 
was successful only with certain hosts« He concluded from 
his results that there is close parallelism in the behaviour 
of this ring spot virus to the viruses of the potato mosaic-
crinkle streak group previously described by him and that i t is 
a single entity rather than a canplex of viruses. 
Bald and Samuel (i931) reported the symptoms of the 
spotted wilt disease of tomatoes^a method of inoculation 
which was invariably successful» physical properties of the 
virus in plant sap and transmission of the disease by Frank-
l in la i l a insularis> j o t t ed wilt was experimentally transmitted 
froRi tomatoes to tobacco and 14 other species of Nieotiana 
well as to 7 species of Solanms^ Capsieum annuum^  Qatura 
stramoniuwt HvoecvMius niqer> Lveiuw gtrocisstoum* l^tunia 
hybridat Hivalie peruviana, s«ipi<aos«is sp*« Schi«anthus 
*P*« 9p0 and Qirysantheroum 
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Hoggan (1934) xvportad that tobacco ncsale virus was 
transmlttAd with some regularity from tomato and I«yeqpaCTicmn 
pjjBBpineli ifol^am l » t ocoassionally froa 8 other hosts tastod and 
>no lyidanca of transmission was found with tha ramainder* 
Macrosiphum qai transmitted tnost fxbm any host and Myaus 
persicae the least* Only two cases of transmission frt>in tobacco 
to tobacco were obtained* Zn parallel tests high percentage 
of transmission of cucumber mosaic virus was obtained from al l 
hosts tested. 
Chamberlain (1934) investigated the appearance* cause 
and preventive treatment of tomato mosaic. Ho found that in 
small range field trials the average yield of dis^^ased plants 
wqis reduced by 39 and 91*2 per cent by mild and severe mosaic* 
respectively. Both diseases were transmitted from tomato to 
tobacco, cape goose berry (Physalis peruviana) and black night 
shade (Solanuro fraiotrum) • He further found that healthy tomato 
plants growing alongside plants infected with mild or sever* 
mosaic did not gst infected although the aphids Macrosiphuw 
gai and Myzus persicae were abundant on the healthy and 
diseased plants* He concluded that the spread of the disease 
by these insects is not extensive in the field and both mild 
and severe mosaic are mainly disseminated in New Zealand by 
pruning knives and the hands of the cultivators and that the 
virus may be removed from the hands by thorou^ washing with 
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•oap and sunning water* Bvldsnce obtained fc&m giaas housa 
fiirther indicated that tha uaa of saad from infactad planta 
is 9Xi inf»ortant faetoir in pexpatuating tha diaeaaa from ona 
aaason to the next* Zt was suggssted that once mosaic has 
appeared in a crop, an interval of 14 days should be l e f t 
between pruning so that all plants infec^d at one pruning 
shoi; characteristic synptoms and may ba removed before the 
next pruning* 
Caldv^ell (1935) discovered a strain of yallotr ancuba 
mosaic virus of tonatoae characterised by the production of 
a vory faint mottle, typical of wintcsr syroptons with l i t t l e 
leaf distortion or stunting of the plant* It differed from 
the ordinary yalloo/ mosaic in the syoptocns evdsad by i t on 
ql^gj* S25SfiSO» solanym i^ Qg^ -^aoffHt" 
and Zinnia* niis virus was considered a distinct strain and 
not an attenaated lorm of the other as its virulence was not 
enhanced by repeated passage thzrough susceptible plants* The 
differences in symptoms were found suggestive of the existence 
of a hitherto unrecognised strain of the virus* It was shown 
that inoculaticm of healthy host plants witiK e»ie of 
strain completely iiranunizes th<Nn against infection with the 
other* Similar experiments were performed with other tobacco 
and tctnato viru^fta and on the basis of the results four types 
of reacticms were distinguished, (a) a virus may ccxnpletely 
inhibit the development of another in the host tissues; (b) 
eeoond virus laay nuXtiply in the tissues without inducing 
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typical disease syi^ ptORisi (e) The two viruses may imiltlply 
each Inducing synptoms typical of its specific disease and 
(d) the effect of the second virus may be to Intensify the 
severity of the disease synptoms induced by the single virus* 
It was believed that there must be either only a few loci in 
the tissues at which the virus can multiply or more probably 
there is type (a) reacti<m(some reaction of the plant to the 
f i rst virus infiaction which prevents the multiplication of 
the second)* 
^icClean (1935) described host range of the bunchy tpp 
virus of tonatoes in South Africa* Solanum aculeatissitpwiro^ 
s* aeuleastrum# S* duplosinuatum* S, lncanum# £• panduraeformae, 
S* nigrum^ S. aodomaeruro# Hicandra physaljt>ides» Physalis 
anoulatat P* viscosa^ tobacco, egg plants cape goose berry 
peruviana), Petunia^ pepper (Capsicum annuum) and the p- tato 
were found hosts* Synptoms of bunchy top virus were tnarked in 
J?* anoulata and r^ iarum* Ho suggested eradication of solana-
ceous weeds from the vicinity of tomato fields as important 
preventive measure* 
Hoggan (l935) described two viruses of the cucumber 
mosaic groiAp on tobacco* The f i rst produced b r i ^ t yellow 
mottling on cfueunber* tonato, p ^ weed (Phytdacea dscandre)« 
spinach, night shade (Solanum niotuiiO and egg plant* This was 
cons ids red to be « variant of the ordinary cucumber mosaic 
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vixus* Th« produced a ixUdsr typo of eynptoms than 
tha ordinary cucumbar mosaic and alao diffared from tha lattar 
in physical propartias in plant This was termed cucumber 
mild mosaic virua. 
Beale (19342 obtained positive precipitin reaction when 
extracts of Spiamm roelonqena« St siaymbri£olium« Phyaalia 
peruviana^ Capaigum tniniroum and C> fruteacans (C* annuum) 
affected with Jc^naon's tobacco mosaic virus# and l\xx^i8h 
tobacco affected with aucuba mosaic and attenuated tobacco 
mosaic were reacted with antisezuiR to tobacco virus X« Extracts 
from other solanaceous plants affected with mosaic diseases 
other than tobacco mosaic reacted negatively with the antlssrutn* 
She also suggested a nKsthod for determining the antigenic 
content of saline extracts of tobacco virus I and modification 
to Holmes local lesion method for the estimatioi of the active 
virus concentration in these extract* 
Smith (1935) described symptoms incited fay a virus from 
a tomato plant exhibiting typical symptoms caused by tomato 
streak virus No. 1 on tobacco (white fiurley), Nieotiana alutinosa. 
I* tomatot Oa^fa f^i^i^r^pm, HypjgyWf jalSE£» 
Baiainia spp« and potato (Arran victory) • The isolate was 
considered to be green strain of the virus* This strain was 
maintained by transfer in White Burley tobacco and after four 
years one of the inoculated planta developed a small yellow 
spot* Inoculations were made from this spot into tobacco plants 
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and after 6 «uch trane fer in which ysilow tissue alone was 
uaed for inoculation a viru* waa Isolatttd which a voiced a 
brls^t yeXlov^  mottling on laaves of White Barley tobacco* 
The yellow atisAin could not be iaolated abaolutely free of 
the green atrain* It waa concluaed that the green strain 
(which could bo iaolated abaolutely free frcm the yellow) 
iiDTOunisea the tobacco plant against the yellow; m strain. 
Tranaroission of tomato streak and tobacco moiaic to healthy 
susceptible plants waa obtained by spraying them t^ith a 
suspension of these viruses frcm €in atcmizer* 
ticClean (1935) in further investigation on the bunchy 
tcp diaeaae of tomato reported its physical properties in plant 
sap and transmission to several hosts* Shepherd (1936) reported 
that tobacco mosaic prevalent in Black river district in 
Haurituia could be checHed by systematic roguing late in the 
season* 
Bald (1937) recovered a virua from Arran Crest or Arran 
^ilot potatoea which waa carried without aymptcms in a number 
of aolanaceoua hosta* The virua was repeatedly recovered over 
a period of one yaar from the tubers of the affected plants* 
The preaence of virua failed to protect the plants from infeo* 
tion by y-typ« virua* Other hosts containing i t were readily 
infected with X and X -f B viruaea* The virua was identical 
to potato vicua X* 
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Clinch ot al* (l936) co(npaz«d aucuba mosaic o£ potato^ potato 
tuber blotch virus and a latent virus from th« Dutch potato 
Honocraat* All thxee wera caadllly transmlssibla by sap frotn 
potato and other sdanacaous plants* Thay producad Idantical 
diagnostic aytiptoms on and Capsicuin anouuro. 
consisting of bsown or puipla bordered spots followed by 
rusty puxple discoloration and mosaic* None of them produced 
any syns>tans when inoculated to tobacco^ Datura stramonium 
and £^tunia* The physical prcpercies of all the three viruses 
i-/ere found to be similar* The tuber blotch virus was transmitted 
hy » m § PgggAcft^ lait only in the presence of virus A. This 
and the ^ionocraat virus were considered to be identical* TUber 
blotch virus was designated F with the tionocraat virus as a 
synonym and aucuba mosaic virus G* 
Trotter (1936) observed ring spots on Cestrum oaraaui 
plants which had shown mosaic symptoms in the previous year* 
Oise .aed plants of C* paraqui showed severe aphid infestation 
and those with the most conspicucus virus symptoms were growing 
near large areas sown to potato* tomato and tobacco* 
Fole Evans (1937) reported t^at tomato and tobacco crops 
suffered extensively from mosaic in the Rustenberg area of 
Transval* The disease caused serious depriciation of quality 
as well as qaantity in the foliags of affected plants* The 
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vliufl x«apo.nslbl« for tomato Isunchy tcp waa found transmXasible 
through tho aead to aeedlinga of Solanam IngAnmn aa wall aa 
to Qatura atramoniuro which ahow«d no vlalble aytiptona and 
acted aa a carrier* 
Alexandri (1937) detected ©gg plant mosaic in ^aas houae 
planta in 1936* The vinia caused SO to 60 per cent damage 
earlier in the field* The virua yaa inactivated by expoaure 
to a temperature of 60®C and to 64 per cent alcohol at 96® 
but not by dilution upto it 1000* a number of solanaceous planta 
imm infected experimentally* 
Chamberlain (i937) reported hit^ li incidence of tobacco 
mosaic from Nelcon District of ^$aland* Infection increased 
frcm unair lo per cent in 1933 to well over 25 per cent in 1937* 
It wiS found experimentally that ti?hen infeoticm occurred ahortly 
after the plants had been set cut in the f ield it caused 44 
and 78 per cent reduction of yield in a Virginian and a Burley 
varietyf raapectively* Iieaf from the affected planta waa 
uaeleaa* Several aQlanaceoua hOfta attacked locally, were 
reported* Healthy planta froii wijiich laterals were removed by 
men who had previously performed the the same operation on 
moaaic plenta developed 83 per cent infection after 3 weeka. 
It waa further auggeated that qie diaeaae may be carried in 
% 
or with the aeed* 
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Pal and Tandon (1937) difSersntlatsd five types o£ lea£ 
curl disease o£ tc^cco in Northern Xndiabased on sj^tcsma-
tology# reaction on hosts and transmission and designated 
them as A« and X» They recotnroendsd roguirfg of diseased 
plants follCHtfing detection and their replacement toy healthy ones* 
Wilbrath (l939) sitggestad that tomato tip b l i ^ t virus 
can be differentiated on t^e basis of synptoms induced in 
tcjciato. Datura stramonimnt Solatium capsicastrum# ESLiss Triumph 
potato, nast^urtium (Trapaeolum) and tobacco* Stem streaking 
and circular r^crotic fo l iar lesions on tomato v/ere consid->red 
outstanding features of Infection either natural by f^rips 
or artif icial* some important diiferencee between the tomato 
tip blight and othar tanato di^ases were oitlined* 
Silbarschmidt and Kramer (i93d) collected mosaic diseased 
tobacco plants from various districts of Sao Paulo, Brazil and 
ctiaracteriaed them into six categories with respect to their 
sysptansf Syi^ ptcms induced in some wild solanaceous hosts after 
inoculation with S«o Paulo strain of tobacco mosaic virus 
have also been detailed* variai^a was found to be a carrier* 
Eradication of these hosts from the vicinity of tobacco 
plantations was suggested for controlling the disease* 
Chamberlain (1939) reported that in green house inoculation 
experiments JuicNi of diseased cucumber transmit^d infection 
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to tobacco« Nleotiana ru»tiea# Phvaalla pgxuvlanat «gg plant* 
Datura atrantonimB, dill li# Itetunia hybrida* blue* yellow* and 
flowvring lupins (Lgpinua anqugtlfolltta* L* I<ttfUB and L« 
polyphyllua)» pansy, violet* (China) aster (Cailistephua 
chinenais) # PriJrmla sinensis* £• obeonica and i^inach* 
Thoatos (l940) distinguished five different strains ot 
tobacco itK^aic virus. Thirty six varieties of brinjal (e g 
plant) were tested under natural conditions* All i^re found 
susceptible to l i tt le leaf iisease which a s trar^tnittedl by 
grafting to tomato* tobacco* Datura faatuosa* Soianuni xantho-
eaCT3um« S» torvum^ S« trilobatum and a wild var* of egg plant* 
Jassid* Butettix phveltis transmitted the virus succossfully 
Whereas aagaoasca davastans wus less consistent* 
\ 
\ 
Costa* Lima and Forster (1^40) studied a virus disease 
of tobacco which caused white necrosis ps early and "Cabbage ' I 
tobacco" as late synnptotns* The disease affected Virgina Bri^^t* 
Samsun* Turkish Kentucky* CI or Branca* G^ndertheimer* and other 
tobacco varieties* as well as Nicotians sylvestris in several 1 
districts of Sao P«ulo* Brazil* synqptoms developed in three 
successive stagts* of which the f irst two i.e** white necrosis 
and apparent recovery corresponded with Johnsons streak while 
the third the cabbage leaved phase speared to be new* The 
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di8«as« was transmittsd b^ rubbing to Nlisofelana cdutlnoea. 
H* gmntica* alata* r«)anda# N* Langs dor ££ii» 
lonolflora. S« nod4a9gW# PllYgffilPlW* ^ s ^ t o n s 
evoked on t4eoteiana svlveatris and gapanda resoinbled those 
observed on tobacco* "m© other hosts developed foliar habit 
and partial separation o£ the petals* The thermal in activation 
point of the virus was between 50®C, longevity to vilxo 12 to 
24 h« and tolerance to diluticsi ItloO* The physical properties 
resembled those of tobacco straak virus* 
Ma^o (i940) studici transmission of infectious clorosis 
of banana and obtainsd transmission -.^ ith Kaerosiphum gs^ .^  
Apnis goosypii and an unidentified etphid* Ti^ virus was transmitted 
yssypii frm cavendish banana to ^ s a ensete and 
to a sasded i^sa of unidentified species* It was transmitted 
fron tt:Mi last named by A* qossypii to cavendish and Gross Hichel 
banana* abaca* c^ ann^  ^ndiea* cucumber* scpiash and tomato* Zt 
was readily transmitted by mechanical inoculatir:n from cucumber 
and sqaash to cucumber* squash and tobacco and from tobacco to 
eueunber* squash and the s«eded banana* Symptcms evoked in 
tobacco* eueumber and sqpiash were characteristic of cucumis 
virus 1* F«rn»lea£ synqptoms developed in tomato when the virus 
wcs transmitted by A, qo»svPii* It was conducted that the virus 
is in fact cucumber virus 1* 
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Hill (1940) obserwd big bud of tomato on Solanum nlcrrum 
snd Datura aferamonitim. Such synptoms vmm also observed on 
•gg plant and vmrm similar to those obtained by grafting infe-
cted tomato 8cic^ on healthy egg plants* Occurrence of such 
synptonts on non solanaceoua hosts indicated a wide host range* 
It w s considered that the disease knosra as big bud in Australia^ 
stolbur and iMontar of tobacco^ tcmiato* and chi l l i in U*S*S*R*, 
and l i t t l e leaf of egg plant in •^ outh India were eitlT^r due to 
the same virus or very closely relative viruses* 
Bremer Ci94l) tabulated seme hosts of tcmato l oa f - r o l l in 
Gerriiany and diSfarantiatsd on ths basin of synptcsns, three 
focRis via* busQlf totat and apical* Otiior niernbers of the family 
solanacaae suffering fron the disease incluclod potato, Solanum 
nigrum, ji 3* pruniformae and Lycopersicon humboldtii* 
Samsan & Inle (1942) observed a ring type of virus disease 
of tomato in nine varieties of tomato including Greater Baltimore, 
I^arglobe and Pritehard* Vixus from tomato and Oatura stramonium 
was successfully inoculated to other tomato vars* and 19 members 
of the family Solanaceae, Synptoms of the ring spot resembled 
those of spotted wilt and the host range wis narrower* Thermal 
doath point was h i ^ r (56^ to coirpared with 42^C) ageing 
in vitro was 21 h compared with 6 for spotted wilt* JPurthermore, 
plants infected with ring spot were not protected by suspected 
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spottsd wilt vicus* The host rangs was narrower than that of 
spotted wilt* On the basis of differences in syniptotns* host 
range and properties* i t was concluded that the jbomato ring 
spot is distinct from the tobacco ring-spot* potato ring 
spot* and tobacco ring mosaic viruses* 
Kohler ^943) carried out experiments oft the transtcia sion 
of ic-virus of potato using tobers of infected plants as source 
of virus* Typical syirptcxns developed in inoculated plants 
together vtrith synptORis of 9e>virus which was considered to be 
latent in the variety* It was further established by aphid 
eransmifision that the leaf-rol l ing mosaic of the small leaved 
wohltman variety is caused by virus IC* Varieties partiassia 
and wohltman were infected by sap inoculation* 
Smith & Marlcham (i944) described two new viruses affecting 
tobacco and Arabia hirauf-a which appeared on plants growing 
in an insect proof glass house* Both viruses induced ringspot 
synqptoms on tobacco but that from A* hirauta was distinguished 
by characteristic curling and shredding of the oMitral leaves 
of disseased plants* This virus was designated as Arabia mosaic 
and considered distinct from cabbage or cucumber mosaic* It 
was inactivated by a 10 nin exposure to 60^C and by dilution 
to II1000* Its longevity JJH vifero ranged from 36 to 72 h* The 
virus was sap transmissible* Tobacco* Nieotiana dLufcinoe .^ 
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Sol anna nodiflorum^ cucumber* and Canadian w<md«r Fntnch beans 
wexe masceptible to the vims* The vlzua from tobacco <«ras 
(tealgnated tobacco brcdien ring spot virus because o£ Ineomplete 
ring formation* resembled Arabia mosaic virus In Its thermal 
Inactlvatlon and dilution end point but Its longevity io vitro 
was longer (6 days at n>om tenp* and was readily sap 
transmissible* "^^ hlte Burley and Kawala Turkish tobacco, N, 
olutlnosa* French bean and cucumber were flound susceptible 
showing broken ring spots* Frehch bean and cucumber were 
conaldared to be o£ diagnostic value In differentiation of 
the two viruses* 
Oelle COHte and Zabala (i946) sunanarlzed results on 
« 
tomato "black pest" and tobacco corcovo (two distinct mani-
festation of tomato spotted ^ l l t virus) * Thirty one species 
were found hosts of the virus by sap Inoculation* Xn all cases 
positive results were obtained when sap of the Inoculated 
plant was tested by Inoculation to J^ ^utlnosa and tomato* 
Hoordan (l943) celled attention to corroborative work done In 
Holland on tomato spotted wilt virus and conflermed the presence 
of the vlius In Holland* 
Clinch (1944) observed a severe disease In a s ln^e potato 
plant of • small ercp of British <timmn potatoes grown from 
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eertiflAd •««<! in Qiblln in 1934 and suteoquently detected i t 
in 1938 in aeed potato stocka and in tiie £ield wa« shown 
inoculation experimenta to be caused ty potato virus X only* 
The aywptoma, therefore* considered to be due to a virulent 
strain of virus X were described in 32 potato varieties, in 
a l l of which except three where top necrosis occurred* a primary 
s t a ^ of leaf necrosis and defoliation succeeded in the same 
year by severe mosaic and stunting* Solananceous hosts shown 
to be susceptible were Datura stramonium* Nicotiana qlutinosa 
tomato* nodiflorum* S. aifljQasu chi l l i and ^^hito Burley 
and Orinoco tobacco* Only ILaroiutn hybridum ire'acted systemically 
out of a large number of non-solanaceous hosts tested* XiOcal 
lesions were induced in Vteronica agrestris* beet root and 
marigold* The physical porcperties and serological reactions 
of the severe strain were similar to those of other X strains* 
Plants carrying mild strain could not be infected by severe 
strain by sap inoculation but were infected by grafting* 
Vasudeva and Samraj (1947) reported that Sutton's Early 
Market tomato plants developed a faint mottle when inoculated 
in the glass house with the sap of tomato plants affected by 
"Smalling diseas*"* Plant appeared normal after the disappearance 
of the syflaptOMis byt s t i l l carried the virus* The infected tomato 
plants developed intracellular inodusions in the form of 
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x-bodles and cubical crystal a which were more pTOmlnenb In 
th« epldtnaal hairs* Th« X-bodles wsrt confined to the two 
lowest cells# one In each cell* lying In close proximity to 
the nucleus which was enlarged and sllgihtly ds£oznMBd* Itie 
X-bodles were usually circular and averaged 25 ;u In diameter. 
The number and size of the crystals varied In different cells« 
the lager ones measuring about 6 ,u» si^ hlte Barley* Harrison's 
i ^ c i a l and German Samsun tobacco when inoculated with the 
synptomlesa virus reacted by a pale green mottling spreading 
from tto tip and margin over the nstire surface of the inocu* 
lated leaves and ultimately Involving all the others. iThe 
symptoms dise|>peared as in tomato* leaving the plant ^parantly 
normal. The only otter pkant to evoke faint mottle was 
Solanum nigrum. The virus \jqq inactivated by ten minute's 
ejqposure to and was s t i l l infective in extracted sap 
after 24 h at roan temperature. 
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Vasudeva and Lai (1945) isolated Solanum virus 2 (Potato 
virus Y) From Phulwa potato plants showing either negligible 
mosaic and veinal necrosis or severe mosaic only. The vara. 
Qola mages tic* President Windsor Castle and Talisman (upto-
datfO exhibiting the same symptoms followed by acropetal 
necrosis and all the phulwa pl^ ants except a few showing 
negligible mosaic and veinal necrosis gave a mixture of potato 
virus Y and solanum virus Z (Potato virus X). Potato virus Y 
?A 
was Isolated by pasaaga of tha complex through l^tttnia hvbrida* 
Tha virus was inactivated after exposure to 54^ C and by 
dilution of It 1000 and by storage in extract for 24 h. 
Stubb (1947) transmitted by sap inoculation a destructive 
wilt disease of broad bean to healthy broad bean plants. Th© 
array of ayinptoins produced on broad bean in the field was 
described* Varieties Leviathan long pod# Cole's dwarf prof i l ic 
and tick beans were found equally susceptible* %a vetch* 
Tangier pea (Lathvrua tinqitanua), sweet pea* blue lupin 
(liupinus anquatifolius) * Datura stramonium* 0» ferox* ^ metal* 
Solanum nigrum* tomato* Petunia hybrida* Chilli* tobacco* tUcotiana 
alutinoaa* beet var* Detroit* Cjbenopodium album« £$>inach* and 
Antirrhinum ma las all reacted to Inoculation with systemic 
syraptoms except beet which showed only chl orotic spots* The 
virus was inactivated between 58-.6o®C and remained infective 
at 21®C for 54 but not 72 h and could withstand dilution upto 
1 in 10*000* Difficulty was en<^ntered in transferring the 
vixus from planta long infected* Dsmoval of infacted plant* 
and delaying sowing as long as possible was recommended for 
controlling the disease* 
Chamberlain (1947) studied the tomato stxeak which produ-
ced severe streaking of tomato leaves* stems and fruits and 
a less obvious mosaic mottling of the fcaiags* Tobacco* chillies* 
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p«pper# mgg piant# PhyalK potuviana and Solanum nActtuw 
were also infected* 
Kohler and Panjan (l944) Isolated fjrom a ii}Osaic->diseas«d 
tobacco plants a virus which they designated as paranosaio 
virus* This virus differed widely in its symptotnatdo^ from 
the tobacco mosaic virus but was similar to TMV in physical 
properties in plant sap« White fiurley tobacco plants inoculated 
with TMV green strain contracted no furthf»r infection when 
super-inoculated with para tobacco moeaic virus# However* when 
Samsun plant pre-infected with para tobacco mosaic virus were 
super inoculated with sucuba variant of TMv; the latter made 
unitspedBd progress. It was concluded tdiat PTM is an abnormal 
variant of TMV, much moro a table than the latter. 
Vasudeva, Garg and Azad (1949) reported that when tomato 
plants were inoc»alated with sap fron potato plants showijng 
severe crinkling and mottling, veinal necrosis and necrotic 
spot consistently developed* The disease was transmitted by 
roechnical inoculation from tomato to tobacco, iJatura aferemonium^ 
IITIMB no<aiflogua» and Petunia hvbrida* On the basis of reaction 
on these differential hosts, i t was concluded that the necrosis 
was caused by potato virus X and Y» Kohler (1951) suggested 
that potato virus A, x and Y and tobacco ring spot virus 
can bs differentiated by inoculating potato juice samples 
simultaneously into young plants of Semsun tobacco and Dsfeuga 
strewoiilinw or Qosphgena cfl.ebosa as well as into S* dsmissuin 
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leavtts* 
Vasudeva and Nariani (l952) described the host range 
of bottle gourd mosaic virus. An Isolate of the virus from 
Lagenarla leucantha caused localized Infection without Inducing 
synptoins on Inoculated leaves of tobacco. White Burley, Solanum 
nigrum and S, nodlflorum tut did not Infect tomato or chill i , 
the activity of the virus was Inhibited by leaf extract of 
D. stramonium. 
Klesser (l951) noticed a new virus disease on two sets 
of red curr^t plants Imported fircm Holland Into Encfl.and. The 
plants had malformed dark green leaves with vivid yellow rings. 
The virus was Inactivated at 66® to 68®C tolerated a dilution 
of 1*2000 but not 1*5000, lost Infectlvlty after 7-9 days 
In vitro and was transmitted by sap only. The virus Infected 
NicPtA^OT li* fliajiifia, N. siLms&» li* SYlv?gtrlff» 
Petunia hybrl(jta, cucumber, Amaranthus tricolor, Datyura stramonium, 
Mleandra phvsaloldes, Phvsalls anoulata, Solanum murlcatum, 
I " aiSBm* i* ^Inach, T^ f^aqoif^ ^^ and Zj^naM 
elegaiis# Infection protected the plants against tobacco ring 
spot virus. 
%>rau (I95l) reported the occurrence of a new virus 
disease-dwarf vlrosls In potato. The disease was sucess-
fully transmitted to Ackersegen and other potato varieties. 
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toRi«to, fljiB^tymi^ s, aisoBiB^ ^ t iua 
And Petunia by grafting bat not by aaip or Insects* 
Pushkamath (l952) isolated a virus zesembling potato 
virus Y in many respects* frcm Solanum jastninoidas but the 
vicus was not transmitted by sap inoculation or grafting to 
podiflorutR or potato (var* Craigs, Defiance, Arran Victory, 
and Aiajestic) • Chilli and Datura tatula were iinnoiune* Cn Solanum 
lasminoides i t evoked fleeting type of mottle while on .^ite 
Burley tobacco, nigrum. Hyoaeyamua niger, Nicotiana gtf.utinoea 
Wunla and tomato to which it could be transmitted by sap 
inoculation a variety of synqptoos <tevel<^@d* Only mottling 
synptoms developed on the last three* The dilution end point 
of the virus varied from lil9oo to it 20001 it retained infectivity 
for 24 to 48 h and was inactivated at at 60®C* Potato virus Y 
gave protection against J* lasminoides virus in cross iimiunity 
tests. 
Volk and tiode (1952) investigated the hoat range of 
potato leaf roll virus* He success folly transmitted the virus 
to various hosts i*e*» Hyoscyamus niqer, Nicandra physaloidss, 
Ni(^otiana rustica, Solanutn (lamigsxuii and acule by aphid 
persicae* Kohler (1952) studied ring spot or "bouguet** 
a vims disease of potato* He presented evidence on the 
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•yiiptoms proauioed on beans (Phaaeolua vulgaria)« cucumbsr* 
Calendula, Solanum pQlycanthoa* S* lufuro» Datura glqantea 
and Wieandra phvsaloldaa by inoculation with two strains of 
the virus designated N and C« the fojcmer isolated £ran a 
typically diseased field plant of the Ebne variety and the 
latter (the more virulent of the t>io) from Sajusun tobacco 
inoculated with sap from a green house "eye cutting" of the 
cendar tomato. 
SaJcirnura tl953) observed roixsd natural infection of 
potato vizus Y and tomato spotted wilt virus in field plantings 
of tomato in Hawaii in 1950 and 1951* Virus Y was isOlatod 
after sub-inoculation on Meotiana ^utinosa and had a thermal 
inactivation point bet.^ een 53® and longevity jla vifere 
from 48 to 72 h at 23 to 29® and fron 66 to 82 days at 0 - 3®C, 
dilution end point v/as 1 in 300 and 1 in 1000* The virus was 
transmitted to egg plant# ffQl^ nttffi 112ai£L2IUB# 
olutinosa, N. ruatica, tobacco Phvsalis peruviana, chil l i 
<C>psicmB frutescens) flatunia, Nieandra phvsaloides and tomato. 
M 
My«us persioae transmitted the virus to Ji* rustics after 1 
to 2 day acquisition and 3 to 4 day infection feeding of 5-15 
apterous young aphids per plant. 
Anderson (1954) reported that aster ring spot virus f irst 
observed on California Wonder Chilli (capsicum frutescens) in 
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1950 jcoeurred in the two following seasons* Zt was experltnen-
tally transmitted to 15 host plants which incXudsd v^hite 
Burley tobacco* Nieotiana olutinoaa^ cucumber* Trapaaolum 
majua# tomato* zinnia and co^pea* iRie virus was similar to 
cucvunber mosaic virus in certain respects but differed from 
i t in inducing no synptoms in cucumber* in the failure of 
aphid transmission and in the absence of serological ralationshlp. 
Graenleaf (1953) showod that a deatructiva wilt of 
Tobacco Chilli pepper (Capaicum frutescena) was caused by 
tobacco etch virus* The k f i rst visible synptcms were \n3in 
clearing end faint yellosif fledks in the young leaves which 
appeaired between 4 and 21 days after inoculation and were 
invariably acccnnpanied by or foliated by wilting Five varieties 
of C^sicum pendulum including the commercial Serrano and 
Solanum pseudocaapsicum were tolerant of the virus and 
carolinenae dsvelpped only mild infection* 
cockerham and f^ c^Cheo (1953) designated the virus causing 
stunt disease of potato as potato dwarf virus* The virus was 
transmitted by sap inoculation to Nieotiana rustica and Rsse* 
vvonder tomato which were symptomless and to Solanum demissum 
and ^ nodiflorum which showed stunting* general chlorosis and 
distortion* Capsicum frutescens* Physalis floridana and !^hite 
Burley tobacco became chlorotic* distorted and stunted* 
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Silberaciwildt* Jtostooi and M«ito« Ulson (1954) observed 
that aap from a Solanura sp* with crinkled leaves induced 
round yellow chlorotic spota on younger leaves of white 
Burley tobacco acconpanled by stunting of the plant and 
vein banding of the younger leaves* Datura strainonitiro shotired 
no synptoms* Thermal inactivation point was between 55^  and 
60^C* Mvaus perflieae after an acquisition feeding of 5 min 
produced round yellow spot in tobacco plants to which they 
were transferred* The causal virus was supposed to be a 
strain of potato vicus Tf* 
Klinkowski <1954} reported that tobacco mosaic viirus 
is inactivated by various products of :&ingal meta^ism* 
The number of local lesions on leaves 
were reduced from 67 to nil when the inoculum was mixed 
in equal parts with 3 weeks old Czapek-oox culture filterate 
^ t rv t i s cinerea from prJjnula and Cineraria^ to 0«8 by 
« 
the same species from Gtranium and 1* S, and i, respectively 
by three strains of %4g9g1i9n4si ftSLiOA* 
Chambers and Fisken (1954) reported that when infected 
raspberry leaves were ground with nicotine sulphate* the 
extract* efter dialysis* contained viruses that produced ring 
spot syi^ ptoms on tobacco* cMcumber* Betainia and other 
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aolanacQous hosts* ^Ix out of 400 Norfolk Giant raspberry 
seedlings inoculated with aap frcnt a tol^cco oalture of 
raspberry leaf eurl« dsveloped typical leaf curl* This was 
the f i rst demonstration of sap trafusmission of a virus 
affecting raspberry* These ring spot viruses were readily 
transmitted from infiscted tobacco and ^^tunia to Nieotiana 
Eo ffl^Ut^ffOff^ spp, Tropayo i^yn and tomato* 
They produced local lesions on Phaseo^^a vulgaris. Datura 
stramonium and Hyogcyarous niqar* from all of which virus 
was transmitted to Itetainia. £3one of the local lesion Isolates 
gave protection against infaction by tobacco ring spot# 
Trapaeolum ring spot or tomato MacH ring viruses* 
In a report of the division of Kycology and Plant 
Pathology of the A^icultural assearch Institute, Kfew Oalhi 
(Anon* 1954) cucumis virus 2C< cucumber green mottle mosaic 
virus) was transferred to i3afeura successfully* Ououmis 
mueronafea and Phaaeolua vulgaris divelpped typical mosaic 
symptoms on inoculation whereas the virus was carried without 
syoptons in tobacco at low tamperature producing faint 
mottling at higher temperature* Local lesions were produced 
Q^tura strawoniu«# Nicotiana cHutinosa. and cowpea* while 
tomato* Solanuw niqgu«# and ^ nodifloruw were found 
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•yiq;>tomles0 carri«rs* During the t««ting of synptomlesa 
potatoes* a vlxua was isolatsd which poodaced iROPaic 
« 
synptoms on N« cflmtinosa* necrosis on chi l l i and transient 
mottling on tobacco. The thermal inactivation point lay 
between ss9 and 60^ C and ln£eotivity was retained in es^ressed 
sap for 15 days at ^ to 10®C« 
X^ iunro <195^ studied the reaction of various solanaceoua 
hosts to eis^t strains of potato virus Y is a search for 
di f f e rent ia ls for strains not clearly distinguished on potato* 
Th© viruses were maintained on Burley tobacco and sap 
inoculated* He found that the strain YS was unable to infect 
Physalis floridana while other strains produced i^crotic 
lesionsf those causing mild synptoms in potato inducing 
severs ones in P* f l oridana and vice versa* Fcur of the test 
strains caused an acropetal necrosis in Nieotiana rusfeiea, 
similar to the leaf drqp streak charactersitic of many 
strains of virus X in potato* Y3 strain produced ve£y severe 
necrosis and distortion in N* sanderae* while with other 
4 strains there was only a transient vein clearing followed 
by vein banding. On ^hite Burley the:, only distinctive strain 
reaction was that of tobacco veinal necrosis virusiY2, Y4 
and Yft partially pxbtected the plants from infection by this 
strain* It was e<»icludsd that a wider range of indicator plants 
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bring cut the differences between strains of a virus more 
clearly* 
Roland <1934) reported that potato virus F is idan» 
tif iable fay sap inoculation on the datached leaves of 
aolanum damiasum. A method for serc^ogical* detection of potato 
v i ^ s "J wa© described* CHit of 37 speci««3 belonging to 
^olanaceae tested for reaction to virus twenty six ware 
susceptible naiaely Datura me tel. tomato, Hicotiana rustiea, 
£• andi^num, £• chacoenae, caldasii, 3, conanersonii, 
the var. of detnisamn, £• cpniocalvse. S* lonQipedieel^atum. 
POlvandeniuin> pseudo-capsicutn, £« subandiqanum and 
tia^ alva other spp. The virus w. s psosent in all the 40 commercial 
potato varieties tested. 
Kohler <1957) reported thatrr^ al inactivation point of 
virus K (*'otato leaf rolling mosaic virus) at 73®C« fiunro 
(19S9) suggested diagnosis of potato virus F (Potato aucuba 
mosaic virus) by means of Soianum tniniataim* Many species 
did not evoke synptoma and others behaved erractically but 
proved a reliable indicator unaffected by changing 
•nvironmantal conditions* The symptoms grey rings, blotches, 
brown necrotic blotches* followed by chlorosis and leaf drcp 
were more severe and distinct from those caused by potato 
virus A, X and Y* 
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Aaad and Scghal (1956) iaolatttd a virus occuring in a 
ecngplex with tobacco mosaic virus by passage throu^ Wieotiam 
gIutinosa» Th« host rangs o£ the virus was restricted to 
family Sol>anaceae* H caused sover* systemic infection in 
tobacco and dlutinoaa and was transmissible to seven 
other Nieotiana spp. tut not to glauca, potato or Caosieaim. 
S^ SSiSSi BBSSl and fgUt^fCtng synptotnless 
carriers* In tobacco i t caused vein clearing of young leaves 
followed by severs mottle, green vein banding^ deep green 
blistr^rs* malformation and downward curling o£ the leaves* 
The dilution end point was between l>60 and 1*150 and thermal 
inactivation point betiiaen 72® and Its lon^vity in 
yi^pD was about 9 days* Distortion mosaic of tobacco .fas 
suggested as the nas^ of the virus* 
Vasudeva <1955) reported that bringal (egg plant) mosaic 
virus could not be transmitted to Hyoscyamus niger, gapaver# 
jJatura stramonium or Sojanum torvum and was not seed borne* 
Only Vine* SSMA cut of 11 plant species proved susceptible 
to egg plant l i tUe leaf virus* Sutettix phveills retained 
the virus throa^ out its l i fe* 
Bagnall (i960) recovered a virus fron symptomless 
Albion potato plants (a Dutch variety) and from P 451 seedlings 
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With sttvttr* iMcro«i»« H proved to bn potato vlrua 7 (potato 
aueuba mosaic vicus strain)* Thirty one species belonging to 
family Solanaceae became. ln£eeted# except Solaraim cag>alealtgum# 
iS* wlnlatum* reacted only nlldly and no better Indicator 
than ffw^ltoffl mssim ^ ^ found. Neither s . ir^ XnJ^ t^OT nor 
annttxim were* homrever^  reliable when potato virus X was 
present* 
Anderson (l958) suggested the use of two cowpea strains 
of cucumber mosaic virus to Identify other strains Ininunologl-
cally with tobaaco pepper aa the lininunlaed plant* Graft 
Inoculation showed that virus or virus like disease unrelated 
to the Capsicum virus diseases occur In Carolinense which 
may also be Infected by Capsicum viruses in the field* 
Clark (1962) found fpl^vm ^tn^g^ , g^ph^y^lMfal* 
isassai some lines of S. phurela resistant 
to potato leaf roll virus using vlruliferous Myaus pegilcat* 
Bagnall (l9i3} isolated a virus from SolanaiB phureja. called 
SB 29 which resembled potato virus A and Y In particle slze^ 
vector cel«tionship# and host range* bat differed in host 
reaction and serology* 
Olbbs et al* (l965) isolated a virus related to Ononis 
yellow mosaic virus from synqptomless plants of Solenom tuberosum 
group from Colombia^ Bolivia and ^eru and named it Andean 
potato latent virus* The virus was sap transmitted to other 
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• olanaceous plants and to Chonopodiuw amaranticolor and C« 
quinoa* I t proaaced vein clearing^ fl«eHlng and moaaie on 
'HJUSSBlSna J&E5i2S£Sl* Another virus also selatad to Oniimis 
yellow mosaic naiiMsd dAlcamra mottle v^ as isolated from 
lialeamra. Infected plants exhibited mottling and leaf 
pucHerifig* S'olyhedral particles from plants t/ith dalcanira 
mottle virus or Andcean latent virua were slAiilar to those 
of Qionis yella^r mosaic and tli® viruses w©r® related 
serologically* 
Fodotina ^964} datected particles of TMV and indu -
aions in xylem ve^els of tobacco and Petunia leaves and 
also in the leaves and £la.ars of iiplanum luteum cn staining 
i/ith osraic ^cid and 2 and 5% trichloro acetic acid* The virus 
>/a3 peasant in 40 sections Oit o£ 95 examined* 
Bode and Vogel (1965) outline a schedule for detection 
and separation of tobacco mosaic# tobacco rattle« potato 
X» potato tobacco ringspotf lucerne mosaic* and cucwnber 
mosaic viruses# by means of tobacco* Nicotians olutinosa* 
Datura straw<mium* cucumber* Ghenopodium quinoa* Solanma 
dsmisawn* Gomphrena globosa« £• metel and ii^aseolus vulgaris* 
Agur ^966} obtained a mutant dhiring studies on 
potato virus N# whic^ incited yellows type symptoms on 
Nieotiana rustica* Leaves turned eyeHour* terminal shoots 
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neerotle and flowers on lateral shoots changed colour 
and structure* The mutant retained infectlvlty at a higher 
dilution (10*^) In expressed sap for a longer period 48 h 
in vitro and had a higher thermal inactivation point than 
the original virus* Syt^ ptoms incited by NR mutant on tobacco« 
H* ql^tinosa# Solanum demiesuni# acmle and Nicandra 
physaloides were different from those of virus N» 
Caspar and Oyula 11970) investigated resistance of 
®®®® Solanum species and their hybrid to potato virus Y* He 
found that in the progeny of andioenum^ £« ehacoense^ 
S» cOfr<meraonii# S« atoloniferum or £• aproissum. potato virus 
Y could not be demonstrated after mechanical inoculation* 
These were considered as resistant, although type of resistant 
was not determined* Of 30 clones ol various interspecific 
crosses 14 remained symptom free aft^r inoculationi in nine 
no latent infection v/as indicated by the A6 test* 
Krylov (1969) identified potato virus a, m, 3 and r 
by indicator plants* He recommended LycQpersicon pinpinelli-
fffl iHffl and hybrid as indicator plants for a, ^^unyjt 
tp i tw i iv f i l sstHaa dBbntYir osfflp^wnft jaLsissfti ^nd 
viana aineaela for M and j|* qlutinosa* Capsicum annutum and 
1* Binitimil Cor F* 
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Maduewesl (1967) transmitted a virus or viruses Inducing 
mosaic pepper from Capslciiro anmaum to Solanum nigrum^ jSi ylitfclneaa 
and C. n^nuum. Inactlvatlon occurred after 4 days at room 
tenperature and after 10 mln at 64^ C* tto evidence of seed 
transmission waa obtained. 
Horvath (1969) differentiated viruses pathogenic to 
tobacco. He suggested that mechanically transmitted viruses 
viz. tobacco mosaic* potato A, x and Y(PVA, fVX, PVY)^  
cucumber mosaic (CMV)# a l fa l fa mosaic (AM^ and tobacco ring 
spot could be differentiated by the systemic and/or local 
susceptibility or Immunity If ghencpodium amarantIcolor, 
Crambe abyss lnlca# cucumber* ^tura metel* D. stramonium^ 
Lyccperslcon plmplne 11 ^ folium* Nlcotlana qlutlnosa* bean 
(Kiaseolus vul oarls) and tobacco vars. Hicks Fixed A2-246 
and Samsun. The stylet borne viruses (AMV, CMV, FVA, PVX) 
could be separated from the others by transmission by Myzus 
perslcae. These could be dlffexrentlated from one another on 
Solanum demlasum A6 hybrid* C. amarantIcolor and I*, plmplne-
ILUSLtolB* 
Loclchart and Fischer (l974) Identified and characterized 
a strain of tobacco mosaic virus causing severe losses In 
cfflmroerclal crops of tomato In ftorocco. wild Infected Nleotlam 
qlmca and Scqanttw godom—rum speared to be the source of 
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the virus but means of spreading to tomato fielcls could not 
be dtetermined* The virus was transmitted with difficulty 
from infected to healthy tomato by I'^zus persicae but no 
transmission was obtained from N* ciauea or spdomaeuro* 
Sohmelzer and Bpaar (l975) investigated the reaction 
of cultivated potato vars* and wild potato spp* .'to cucumber 
mosaic virus* He reported li that the local lesions readily 
develcped by inoculation on all 20 vars* but one grown 
commercially in GDR* Partial systemic infection was exceptional* 
Two isolates of the virus on inoculation of 200 wild potato 
sources at the seeding stage caused s^temic infection in all 
10 series* Solanum aeaul^ and daroiasuro were particularly 
susceptible* The normal strain induced more systemic infection 
than the white strain* H® conducted that European breeding 
material for cultivated potatoes appeared only slightly 
susceptible to the virus but resistance may be reduced in 
crosses with wild species* 
Anjaneyulu and RamKrishan (1973) compared 22 isolates 
of tomato big bud virus from different natural hosts on egg 
plant under similar conditions* The isolate from SolamMi 
sisvmbrifolium induced prominent vein swelling containing 
•bnocmal phloem tissue on the leaves of egg planti milder 
synptoms were induced on tomato# tobacco* Nicotians qlutinosa^ 
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Datura fagtuosa and £• m f U i n f orifoIimB. oUo and 
Mieeaanlanmn. mistont to tb« agg plant Isolats* war* 
suae^tibXe to the other* Jn cross protsotion teats« inocula. 
tlon by one isolate protected against infection by the other* 
Based on these findings the 2 isolates were considered to be 
2 different related strains* The one from egg plant was 
designated as the 'severe* strain and the other fron S* 
aisvmbrifolimn as the 'mild* strain* 
Sastry et al. (l97S) studied a mosaic disease of Solanuit| 
khasianiWro* The virus w s mechanically transmissible to 
khasianum» S, siaymbrifolium# nigrum, Hiyaalia floridana^ 
White Burley^ Harrison's special and xanthine tobacco, 
Nicotiana olutinosa, N* rustics^ Gomphrena qlobosa, Nicandra 
physaloides and Lyeopersicon through seeds* The virus in crude 
sep was inactivated between 45 and 50®C| dilution end point 
was between lilOOO and 1> 10000, £n£ectivity was lost after 
storage for 24 hr at roooi ptemerature* The virus remained 
active upto 30 days in dessiccated leaves* This was considered 
to be a new virus* 
Oftvis and Allen (i97S) dstermined weed hosts of tobacco 
rattle vims in Idaho* They made inoculations from 27 plant 
spp* and TBT was recovered from the roots of Soianua nigrtun^ 
Brass ice Cewpestris and Brodium cieutarium* £* nigrum was 
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fMnd to b* th« moat conslftont scuro« of TRV and eauattd 
th« sever«8t symptom* on Samaun MM tobacco* nigrum bealdos 
being an important wild hoat could ba usad as a bait for 
detaeting tobacco rattla virua in fiald soils* 
« 
Chagaa at aX* (l977) isolated and idtentifiad potato 
virus X from Sd^ anajm afercM3 r^mir»t«n« llie plants asditibitad 
vain banding<r chl orotic spotting and leaf curl synptoms* 
The virus was identified by means of test plants^ physical 
properties in sap# morphology and reaction against PW 
antiserum* The occurrence of natural infection in this wild 
plant indicated that I t may be an important reservoir of the 
vicua* 
Vicente et al* (l979) Isolated a virus from Solaiyum 
e^liafcum and viarum with vein banding and leaf deformation 
asid rotaustiffl with s l i ^ t mottle symptoms growing in Sao 
fmtlo region* Braxil* These plants were naturally infected 
and the virus resembled potato vixus Y in its synptcmatoilogy 
on indicator pi ants# physical properties and mozphology* It 
was suggested that these species may be reservoir of PVY for 
cultivated plants* 
Chagas et al* <1978) investigated wild Solananoae as 
es^rimantal hosts of viruses* aQi««MB eiiiataim. oalina^ 
ginltHm and ^ XlAfilft ^ ^ inoculated with potato virus Y 
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and ita mcrotic atraint potato vlma ^ tobacco rattle 
vlKua (TRV)* tobacco tnoaaic «izua« cacutober mosaic vims 
(CKV) and tobacco apottad wilt virua* Zh most caaes systemic 
ayiqptoroa were produiced* TRV and CMV !ld not infect BaLtitir 
cftnfcftym i^ * xisssEi* 
Barradas et «d« (1979) in^stigated some Soianaceae 
vie* M^nfffQ tP^osffn and rob^ at^ um aa 
experimental hosts o£ viruses* These species were inoculated 
with cucumber mosaic virus* potato virus x and potato virus Y 
necrotic strain* Xn most cases systemic symptoms eppeared* 
Chractsrietic synptcxns of Tav and TSWv appeared on Iveotaagpum 
and of PV3& PVJr# Cf4V and :; TSiitV on £» robustum* Ivcocagpum 
was a latent host of THV and n r^aosum of They concluded 
that all 3 spp« may ba potential resevoir of the viruses to 
which they are estpertoentally susceptible* 
Wilson et al* (l98l) reported aolanum niaiun to be a 
new host of tomato yellow leaf curl virus* J* nicoeum mechanically 
inoculated with tomato yellow leaf curl virus developed 
yellow vein noeaie on the leaves* ^tura l ly infected* £* nigrum 
plants %pere observed in and around tomato (Lvccpersicuw 
fields in Iraq* Bamiaia tabaei transmitted the virus 
from initeted tomato plant to £* niogum* 
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Alsxandre and Barradaa <1982) reported Solanmn 
roamroomm. a valuable differential host for potato virus Y 
and potato vinui Y a t i ^n Nm roamtnoauin proved to a latent 
host for PVy^ and reacted with systemic chlorotic spots when 
inoculated t^ith PVY« It was suggasted that this species can 
be used as differential host for PVlf and PV***. 
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MATEtOMiS ^ D MS^ODS 
c^^feivafeion Of Dlanta i PlantA verm grown In aay pots of 
4" or 6" aiain«ter* The pots wore sterilizod hy rinsing them 
with 4% formaldohyde solution 24 h before use* l^ts were 
f i l led with a mixture of sand« soil and cotnpost in ratio 
of li2>l and steriliaed for 2 h at 30 lb pressure in an 
autoclave* 
Seedlings were raised in pots of 10" diameter and 
transplanted singly in smaller pots* 'Riose which are not 
transplanted e*g* mambers of Cucurbitaceae and Leguminosae 
were raised directly in pots* 
viroa euHaire i The isolate obtained from an infected 
Solamim amotapaniie plant growing in an experimental plot 
was used in this study* The infected plant exhibited mosaic 
syniptoms* The culture of the virus was maintained on 
tabacuw var* Anand»3 by periodic mechanical sap inoculaticm* 
To ensure identity of the virus periodic checks were made 
by inoculating various members of Solanaceae and Chenopodium 
Inoculations were made using the forefingsr and 
eoploying earboxundkim 500 mesh, as an abrasive* Ltaves were 
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rins«d by a gsntl* atraam of water soon after Inoculation* 
Standlard extract was used as inoculum for maintaining 
the culture of the virus* 
Standard extract • Standard extract was prepared from 
U* tabaeum cv* Anand»3# inoculated 14 days earlier^ Voung 
infected leaves were taken# washed^ and macerated in a 
mortar with pestle after addition of 0*0IN ptiosphate tuffer 
pH 7*0 and 0*01 per cent sodium sulphite in a ratio of H I 
for each g of plant tissue* The macerate was passed 
throu^ double layered cheese cloth* The extract thus 
obtained was refferred to as standard extract and used 
routinely as virus in<^lum* 
Y i M lafffY • plants of same age and 
height having 6->8 leaves grown in identical conditions* 
were used* Lateral branches i f any and unwanted leaves were 
removed* Leaves were disted with carborundum 500 mash before 
inoculation and inoculation was made using the forefinger* 
Leavts were rinsed immediately after inoculation by a 
gentle stream of water* Local lesions were counted 5 days 
after inoculation* Plants wera arrangad in a latin S(|uare 
and number of lesions per set tested are given at appropriate 
places in the text* 
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HMt M n c fc SvBptCMtelBav I Stmral (pee lu and ea l t lmn 
« 
Of plants belonging to different families were inoculated 
with the standard extract* Inoculations were nade manually 
using the fbrefingsr and carboxundum 500 roesh^ as an 
abrasive* Plants of family Cucurbitaceae were inoculated 
at cotyledonary stags* inoculated leaves of all plants were 
rinsed after inoculation by a gentle stream of wa^r* 
At least 3 plants of each species or cultivar were inoculated 
and an eqpaal number of the same were kept as control* All 
plants wore kept in uniform light and humidity In an insect 
proof ^asshouse* Bach experiment was repeated thrice in 
different seasons and plants were observed upto 4 we^s 
after inoculation* 
Tranamlaflion I Transmission studies were carried out using 
aphid* white f ly and nematode as vectors* Transmission through 
sr?ed of infected plant* soil and graft was also studied* 
Aphid t marina of aohlds t Virus free aphids were reared 
on appropriate host-plant* Five plants were covered by an 
aphid proof ' cage and placed on a zinc tray which was f i l l ed 
upto the brim by sand* The cage was made of a wooden frame 
having the top and two sides covered with glass and the 
other by wire gsuae* tisw colony of each aphid species was 
maintained on respective host plant* The cotony was reared 
under continuous light at about 22^ C* 
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Production of vixm fr»g nyaaphs t Vlvlparua adults vmm 
starved for 8 h at room t8ii3>«raturtt and placed on a detached 
leaf of appropriate healthy hoat plant in a petri diah* A 
moistened f i l ter paper was kept inside the petri dish to 
Keep the atmosphere inside the petri dish humid* Newly bom 
nyn:g>he v^ ere transferred to fresh plants* 
Aphid transmission i Apiiids were collected from the plant 
on which they were bred with the help of a moistened brush* 
For fasting they ware kept in a ^aas vial covered with a 
muslin cloth* 
2n one set of ejqsertoents aphids were allowed to 
starve for 2 h and thein placed in groups of ten cm an 
infected plant* ^hey were allowed an acquisition access 
time of I min cm the plant and ^en transferred carefully 
with a moistened brush to a healthy plant and allowed an 
inoculation acess time of 1 min* They were then ti l led by 
Andrex spray* In the other set of escperiments «q>hids in 
group of ten were allowed directly* an acquisition access 
time of <0 min on an infected plant and an inoculation 
access time on a healthy plant of 12 h* Aphlds were then 
killed by Andrut spray* All the plants were placed on a 
glasshouse bench and observed for a period of 6 weeks 
for dsvelQpment of synvtons* 
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f ly (Btraisia tabaci) i vmita f l ies war* collacted 
from iialpaeutn plants growing in th« fiold* They vBrm 
tnultipliad on Glvcina ma^ Althaea £OSQa« 
frYCffP^lfglCOII ^limift fiikmSi* ^Itlplication 
of white fl ies and generation transfer was done to make them 
virus free cfning to their ability of carrying two vixuses 
a imul tai^ousl y« 
Transmission studies mxae 6om using the method of 
Verma (1963)* h period of 24 h was allo&^d for acquiring 
the virus and 48 h for inoculation* 
Graft transmission i Graft transmission studies were carried 
out using N* tabacum cv» Anand->3* Five replicates* each 
having IQ plants were selected for grafting puspose* Plants 
of uniform growth used as stock were Inoculated with the 
virus 15 days before grafting* Upper part of stock 
was removed with a rasor and a downward s l i t vas made in 
the centre of the cut stem* All leaves of the stock exc^t 
Some lower ones were removed* The stem of the plant used 
as a scion was severed a fow inches from the tqp and trimmed 
to a wedge shape and all leaves except the bad leaves were 
removed* The depth of the s l i t in the stock was kept eqpial 
to the length of the wedge in the scion* The wedge was 
inserted in s l i t made in the stock and was bound in place 
with polyethylene ribbon* The operation was cartled out 
swiftly to avoid drying of the out surface* ^ants were 
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placed in a tnoist chamb«r until tha yraft haaXad* 
aoll tran»Bii«aion t Soil trdnamlasion mxk studies ware 
carried out using the soil of the ej«>arimental plot where 
infected plants of aolanum amotapenae ware growing* day 
pots ware f i l led with a mixture of dlay# sand and manure 
in tstfo replicates. One of the replicates was autoclaved 
at 20 lb pressure for 2 h and to tha second, soil fran 
the eHperiniental plot in which infccted plants i;er© grcwing 
was aaaed» The outoclavad replicate sorvad as a control. 
Saeda of tiabaeuro cva. Anand<^# 37, Bhopali and 
liarrison's Special i^co ao;;n ii» both the sets of pots. 
Plants raised in those poto v:sjro kept under observation 
for 2 racnths. 
Doddar teransmisaion i Seeds o£ JBSt£lSM collected 
locally and grown in tha glaastiouse in pots of 12" diameter 
having autoclaved soil, flant on attaining 6" length were 
trained on Mitsofciana feabaeum Anand-3. After establishment 
of dodder, plants were inoculated with the virus. Fifteen 
days after inoculation rapidly growing end of the plant 
was trained on another healthy plant of the same cultivar. 
Dodder plant was trainsd by giving anticleolcwise turning 
on the ^gafeiena plant* B^cwriiMnt was repeated thrice. 
Plants were studied upto 21 days after establishment of dodder. 
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^mafeoda feranamiaaion t lionqidoma sp* waa iaoXated from 
aw^las which vaa aubjacted to Cobba* aiaving method and 
the nematodes JLadated by Baeinnan's fiinnoJl techni^ie* The 
nematodea thus laoXated were inoculated to the virua 
infected plants o£ tuabacum ov* Aiiand-3 in proportion 
to IOOOA9 soi l . After allowing the nematodea* to have an 
acquisition access time of 15 days on the infected plants 
the soil from the pots was sieved again and nwatodes 
collected* These i^re tt^n used in inoculation of healthy 
plants of ths same cultivar and Gr4 iay s l i ght ly exposing 
the roots end pipetting the neniatoas over the roots and 
covering the roots with ths Gam® ©oil* i-*lanto were otaerved 
up to 5 weeks fo r &yriipt€in appearance* 
Prcperfciaa of the virus in plant sap • iJilution end point* 
themial asath point and longevity iQ xHSSi ^^ ^^  detezmined 
uaing essentially the techni^jue of Doordam (i973)« These 
studies were carried out on local lesion assay host 
£* •B>*g»nticolor as well as on syatemic host* Nicotiana 
tabacun ev* Anand»3* 
Sap was extracted from leaves of tabaeum inocu-
lated 14 days eadier using neutral 0*0IH phosphate buffer 
in a ratio of Igilml. Infected tissue was macerated in a 
mortar with pestle and the macerate passed throu^ two 
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l a y « n of che®» cloth. TtM aap thus collected was used 
in these atudies* ZnocMlationa vr«r« dona manually and 
inoeulatedi leaves vera rinsed vith wat»r soon after 
inculation* 
Standardiaation of local lesion host fiPr virus aasay t Stand-
ardissotion of local lesion hosts was done by inoculating 
them ivith tdie standard extract* lesions were counted 5 
days aft^r inoculation* Average numbar of lesion were 
consi<terf5d before final selection of the host* 
Effect of pre and po8t«»inoculation darkening t -po study the 
effect of pre and post«inoculation dacHening 7 sets co(C|;>» 
rising 12 plants each were used* One set was kept undar 
normal day l ig^t conditions* The other six sets were kept 
either before or after inoculation in the glass house 
covered with cages whidi had al l the sides and the tcp 
covered with thick black paper* Inoculation was done with 
the standard extract* Aasay was done on £* ffiHiffffflticSiW* 
ffffgte of Dlanfe m±am • To Study the effect of plant size 
and number of leaves on lesion fosmaticn, plants of different 
sis«# sown at one week intervals having 3«6«8 and 12 leaves 
each were used* They were Inoculated with the standard 
•xtract* L«si<»is wera counted 5 days after inoculation* 
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ftirlfieafeioa i Low speed centriAigetion was perfozmed in 
Sorvell AC-SB referigarated superapeed centrifuge using 
SS 12 and SA 600 rotors* High speed sedimentation was pexw 
foxmed in SorvaXl OTD 65B ultracentrifuge at 40»000 zpm 
using A 641 rotor* 
f 
cyiarificatioi;! i Carbon tetrachloride* chlorofozm* n*butanQl 
and a inixture of n-butanoX and chlorofoxro in equal amounts 
was added to the extract* In <me experiment equal amount 
of extract and organic solvents was used and in other 
e^qperiments j/t organic solvents were added to this extract 
to make concentration of 5 or 10 per cent* Addition of 
solvents was done slowly with continuous stirring* The 
extract after addition of organic solvent was allowed to 
stand for 30 min* Airing this peric^ the mixture was shaken 
continuously with a magnetic stirrer* The emulsion was 
broken fay centrifuging for 10 min at 7«000 ipm* The mixture 
separated in two phases with some denatured material in 
the interphase* The aqueous phase formed the top phase which 
was taken up with the help of a pipette and assayed* 
r«ee«ing and thawing t Xnfacted leaves of 2i* feaba«5UBi Anand-3 
inoculated 13 days earl ier were harvested and kept in a 
polythene beg «t "20^0 for 24 h* The material was then 
allowed to thaw at room temperature and standard extract 
was made fron this tissue* Equal amount of tissue was 
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h«rv«ct«d from N» tabacum cv* Anand»3 pi ante Inoculated 
13 day* earllar and atandard extract made fron this tissue* 
Both the extract* were then assayed on amarantieolor. 
^alt precipitation i Precipitation of Soianutn amoteapenae 
Vitus was attempted using eonmonimn siilphate* ^tofected 
tissue (200^ was harvested fron fcabacuin cv* Anand-3 
plants inoculated 14 days earlier* The material was macerated 
in a mortar with pestle after addition of 0*0IM phoaphat^ 
buffer pH 7*0« The macerate was passed through two layers 
of cheese cloth* The sap thus obtained was centrifugsd for 
10 min at 7«000 xpm* Ansaonium sulphate was added to the 
extract to maXe a concentration of 30 per cent* Atrmonium 
sulphate was added slowly with c^tinuous stirrings The 
mixture was allowed to stand for 4 h* After this period the 
mixture was centrifuged for 10 min at 7000 xpm* Thm pellet 
was suspended in 0*0 IK phosphate buffer pH 7*0 and subjected 
to a low speed centrifug^tion* The supernatant was assayed 
on yaarant iflol or* 
Density gradient centrifuaation i The last traces of conta. 
minating host material were removed by rate zonal density 
It 
gradient eentrifugation cm sucrose coHtarans* Gradient 
columns were priipared by layering 4o«3o«20 and 10 per cent 
sucrose solutions prtipared in neutral 0*0 IH phosphate 
buffer* These solutions t#ere layered using a pip«tote with 
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a larg* orlfic®. CcslumnB wer® k«pt in a r«£«rlgarator and 
us0d 24 h after layering* t^rus auapansion (0«Siq1} waa 
loadea on tcp of tha eo3,umns and 0*5 ml of neutral phosphate 
• 
buffer waa overlaid on top of it* The csluinns were centri-
fuged in a ^ rva l l CSD 65B ultracentrifuge at 25*000 xxhr 
for 2 h using TSr 41*14 rotor* After centrifugation the 
tubes were examined in a dark rocRi by projecting a strong 
beam of light fran the top of the tubes* The l i ^ scattering 
band was removed with the help of a hypodermic needle* 
Analytical ultra^centrifugation • Sedimentation coefficient 
of the virus was determined by employing analytical ultra-
centrifuge* fieckman Model B equipped with Schlieren qptics 
and rotor type An»D SSH No* 2402 with the single sector 
cell* Drive was supplied a constant acceleration* Virus 
suspension waa in 0*01M phosphate buffer* The contrifuge 
was run at 17000 q;>m* Photographic tiiner waa set at intervals 
of 4 Qin* Boundary curve was visually observed before 
starting timer* sedimentation rate ( S*rate) was calculated 
by applying the following fomula* 
s « i/M^r dr/dt 
V m Z Tl/jpin/60 
s m Sedimentation ratit 
w m angular vslosity 
r " position of boundary 
t • time difference 
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Ultra violet ab«oq>tion apgctrum t Ultra-violet abaozptlon 
studios were done by employing Pye-Unlcam SP-500 uv/vie 
SpeetrcphotOR>eter« Light scattering band mmovd £tcm aenaity 
gradient tube wae mixed with neutral phoaphate bufl^r o£ 
0«01M ionic strength and subjected to h l ^ speed oentrifu«» 
gation (40#000 ipm tot 2 h) • Pellet obtained was dissolved 
in the s^e buffer and used to study UV absorption* 
Electron migroscopy • Dip preparation tmre prepared by 
slicing a leaf of feabacaim cv« Anand-3 exhibiting typical 
sytiptonris with a sharp knife and dipping the cat eqget in 
neutral o«01M pho^hate buffer* The specimen was prepared 
by placing a small droplet fraa the su^ension on a formvar 
coated copper grid to which was adctod a drop of 2 per cent 
potassium phosphotungustate pH 6«5* After 2 min the fluid 
was sucked off with the iwlp of f i l ter paper and the grid 
examined in a Philips KM-.400 electron microscope. Similarly, 
specimen was prepared from purified virus preparation obtained 
frcin density gradient centrifiigation« stained negatively 
with potassium phosphotungustate and exemined in the electron 
microscope* 
Serolecnr • iVirified virus preparaticm obtained from two 
cycles of differential oentrifugatl^n was used for the 
preparation of antiserum* One year old albino rabbit was 
used for prq^^ring antiserum* One ml of virus suspension 
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was Injected in marOinal v«in of thm rabbit* This wa« 
£olloiir«dl by iMo morm intrav«inous injections of 2 ml each 
at weekly intervals* This was followed by two intramuscular 
infections of virus suspension ernalsified wit^ e<|aal amount 
of incoRplete Freund's adjuvant* The intramuscular injection 
were given at intervals of 2 weeks* samples were collected 
after 2 wee^s of last intramuscular injection* 
Serum Colleetion and atoraoe « I^bbXte were fasted for 12 h 
prior to bleeding* A small cut was made in the marginal vein 
of the ear directing pinna towards ground* About 20 ml of 
blood was collected* HLood samples were allowed to coagulate 
for 2 h at room temperature and then placed in a refrigerator* 
I'lext day serum was decanted and subjected to low speed 
centrifugation* Straw colored liquid was collected* This 
antiserum was tested against purified virus and later stored 
in a referigerator after addition of equal amount of glycerine* 
Serolooieal tmmi:m t Tube precipitin test* chlorqplast 
ag^utination test and ouchterlony double diffusion tests 
were made to study antigen antibody reaction* 
yuba pgeeipitin f t t Tube precipitin tests were performed 
in small glass tubes (Pyrex)* Standard extract was subjected 
to low speed cfentriftigation* Supernatant was used as antigen* 
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to fold dilutions of antiascum was prepared with normal 
saline whereas two fold dilution of antigen was maite with 
distilled water* One ml of each reactant was pipetted 
Into the tube and the contents Riisosd and incubated at 
3T^C in a vjater batii for 2 h« 
Chlorcplast aeglutlnation test i To study the chlorci>la9t 
agglutination test# five drppa of crude extract from Infected 
plant was mixed with 2 drops of antiserum cm a nilcroscqpe 
slide* Clutiplng of d^orqplasts was observed visually and 
with a light microsccpe* 
Aqarwgel doible diffusion test » Agar^gel double diffusion 
tests were perfoirmed using the method of Ouchterlony (1962) • 
One per cent agar was prepared in distilled watar* f^trl 
dishes were used for testing* Agar was flooded in dishes 
so as to make • bed about 3 mm thicH* Holes having a diameter 
of 4 nm were punched with the help of a cork hoz9v A central 
well Surrounded by 4 wells were punched in the agar and the 
agar so cut out removed with the help of an aspirator. 
The distance between the walls of the wells was 4 mm* 
^etri dishes %fere incubated at room temperature and results 
recorded after 24 h» Different dilutions of antigen and 
antiseruM were tested and tests were repeated several times* 
Proper controli were used to avoid any misreading of the 
5 8 
rttsulta* Double diffusion testa w«r« also perfoxmed on 
slides where wells punched were of a diameter of 3 mm and 
the distance between the walls of the wells was also 3 mm» 
Heteroloooua reactions t Heterologous serological tests 
were performed with the following antisera of some known 
viruses* 
Pumpkin mosaic virus 
Tobacco mosaic virus 
Cowpea mosaic virus 
Dot tie-gourd mosaic virus 
Cucumber gireen mottle mosaic virus 
Sunnhenp mosaic virus 
IhRtt I3ew Delhi 
n 
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To Investigate the host range o£ the virus 80 plant 
species distributed among 17 families were inoculated mechani-
cally using sap £roin plants which had been inoculated 14.15 
days earlier* Plants were inoculated at least thrice to avoid 
misreading the results due to inoculation failure* Back inocu-
lations t^ ere made from all inoculated plants v;hethdr exhibiting 
symptoms or not on Chengaodium amaranticolor • a good assay 
host of the virus* Symptoms on most of the plant eppaarad earlier 
in suratner and were mors pronounced* 
Table 1 s Ej^eritnental host ranga of Spianumanota^nse mosaic 
virus* 
J^ecies 
Symptans , Back 
• inoculation 
Systemic Local 
1 2 3 4 
Amaranthaceae 
Aehvranthes aspera L* • -
• -
A. YlfAttti -
- -
Apiaccae 
Ca«ia nWti^ fWM m «• m 
60 
guffilnm cCTtottw ^ 
g^rtindjewi iauuui 
SaasiUL flftSfita ^ 
g9tn4oiiW8 vttlgMH 
Apocynaoeae 
SfttMffntrfwt jsssm (DG^^^on 
Carycphyll ace ae 
Carlca«ae 
garter 
Chenopodlaceae 
^Xq^gjli? 
Chafficpodiuw amarantlcol or 
Coste & Reyn " 
S.* dl&uffi ^ 
l^oehla indiea Roth* 
flplnaeMia olTaaaa L* 
Compo0ita« 
AqtffttMl gfflYlffiaiff 
^ilfnifcHi fftfUteHii 
Pacific Hew,^ "IxwJ 
Necrotic local. 
XiQsl6n(Flg,2) 
^crot lc local 
lesion 
Necrotic local 
lesicm 
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tthrYittnitfwiiiB figareinrtiiB 
fiaiaafc htetonitai cav« 
Piraitt m i t t b U l i ^ 
ifiUBjbi s u a u 
Q^ai^yaift mlgtaljLi Fouger 
ttg^linttitti m m & 
SssDsiais. asfifis (c*) Hiii 
fiiyoBiA aififfliHtft *7acq. • 
Cruoi£ara« 
var* cQpitata • 
ev* Qcumhttaa • 
ev* i*ridt o£ Sndia 
ev* 2«arg» varly dxumhaad 8 • 
ev» Cabbagt yard long 
Botrytle * 
ar* Xndian anowbali 
ef* Snov ball « 
evk Supar anew ball 
m* l^fPl* «cp ifhita ^oba • 
C a u l i i l M r lata anov b«l l 
er* C a u l i i l M r lata maghll * 
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Ibggig amar^ U 
j^ntrm?. aatilsMA I* 
Cucuxt>ltaceae 
aBnJ«nfi§ffi hlfft^ld^ cogn. 
ciferuims M ^ s i n Sehard. 
cv» Falzabadl 
ffiaiOaa Aaeh 
Qigftimia melo L« li>u,njob sunehri 
fejqgt^jgll alifiggflrta standi. 
lauBga gylAnflfflci ^^ 
Is* icttt^nwla 
Bitphorblaoeatt 
iiiprigrtAi l a m ^ 
if» tmiflharrlM WUd 
atYiUntJwi i t e i f t s 
LabiatM 
Siljtis s m e i M U a ^ 
Laguminoaaa 
Cf lamia aalaip (L) I^oa* 
Brttcnti lAtaUk ^ 
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liflthYWi gtibratuf i** 
It* lifiboui ^ 
fltmfwim vttigftgifl ^ 
if gl^itMff ^ 
vigla faba U 
Sksm sJLflftnyjg <Z'> 
Llliaceae 
iOlim smsL ^ 
Agpnpdgmg, ta iwj iMto cav. 
Malvacoae 
9XCVAfintaff ^oeneh. 
j^ lfchaaa yaaaa Cav* 
Malvaatrtiiff geromandalianuin 
(D QAtkm 
a m fi8EdUL£2Ufli 
Poleaoniloaa* 
Ranunculaoaa* 
ailghinfca Alicia. 
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Solanacea« 
gaPa4fliBl AQfiUUffi ^ 
var* Chilli (3.3 
var* 4e»A 
var* Jawala 
var. PC-1 
SL* fgttteggfflIM ^ 
Mild mosaic 
H i d mosaic 
Mild mo8aic(Fig.3) 
Kild mosaic 
Vein clearing* mottlingt-* 
8tunting(Fig»4) 
^tnra. fltg^^nimH 
lYCgpagalCW" 
cv« tomato ruby 
cv« tomato marglove 
Necrotic local lesion 
(Pig 5) 
Mosaic 
Hosaic (Fig* 6) 
viv. 
Young plants died a£ter • 
3 days of inoculation 
old plants survived xipto 
15 days and then succuirbed 
i^eerotic local leiion + 
develop after 6 days 
of inoculation in wintor 
At h i « ^ r «»iif>«(3S% an« 
above) no local lesions 
dtvelop kmt the virus 
becomes systsmic causing 
mosaic and growl^ radu* 
ction* (rig* 7« 9) • 
Mild mosaic dsveleped 
after II days of inocu-
lation in wintsr and after 
7 days in susmer and catting 
of lomina (fig* 10) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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Necrotic l«8lons div»lop«d a f t « r 
7 day» of Inocuiatlcn in winter 
and after 4 days in cuimiar 
(Fig, 11 a-fb). 
JEl* tabaemm L* cv.NI^? Cask gceen mosaic dBvalcped alcmg 
vain 7 days after inoculation in 
summer and after 13 days in 
winter* Disappearance of chloro- . 
phyll of interveinal region 
(Pig. 12) • 
tabaeium L* 
ev« Anand»3 
cv« Bhqpali 
ov* Harrison's 
special 
cv* White Barley 
ev« Ssmsun NN 
ev« Xinthi 
Oar^ mosaic daveloped along vein • 
7 days after inoculation in 
summer and 12 days after in winter 
(Fig. 13). 
Dark green mosaic along veins 
developed after 7 days of 
inoculat<fcon in sunsner and 13 
days in winter Disappearance 
of interveinal chlorophyll* 
distortion and stunted growth 
(Fig. 14). 
Daxk graen mosaic in along virus 
after 7 days of inoculatic«) in 
summer and 13 days in winter 
distortion and stunted growth 
(Fig. 15). 
Daik green mosaic daivel<%>ed 
after 7 days of inoculation 
in summer and 13 days in winter 
chlorqphyll disappeared in the 
interveinal region. Vein banding* 
distortion and stunted growth of 
the plant(Fig.i6,i7). 
^•erotic 
local 
lesion 
(Fig. 18) 
L i ^ t green mosaic 
I»ight grsen mosaic 
• 
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4 
fl- aY;Lvggtrtl ^©S and Cornea 
p^Yf^ l f ElatiBa 
saanaro mipngana z** 
oisam ^ 
Mild moeaic and 
stunted grcwth 
Dark green mosaic 
daformation and 
stunted growth 
(Fig. 19) • 
%orotic 
local 
lesions 
• Denotes absence of sytqptornsi <¥ denotes recovery of virus 
on bacH inoculaticn to Chenopodimn agiaranticolor» 
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TRANSMISSIOH, j^DlSS 
Aphid • Transfflisflion studies ve£« earrlad out by eupK^lng 
seven species o£ ayphlds viz* Aphis gossypii, A. nerti» A, 
fabae-solanella. A* erageivora^ Acythosiphpn pisuni# Myzus 
persicae and Macrosiphonella sanbomii* Two sets each having 
10 plants were used for each aphid speices* Zn the Zst set 
aphids vare starved for 1*30 h follovtred acquisition and 
inoculaticm access periods of one rain each* Zn the second set 
acquisition and ijioculation periods allo^^d to the aphids 
were 60 min and 12 h respectively* Plant vrare Kept under 
similar conditions of tenperature* light and humidity in the 
transmission chamber* Slants i^ ere Kept for 6 weeHs under 
observation* None of the plants was infected and no synqptoms 
developed on any plant* Bven increasing the number of aphid 
per plant from 10 to 25 did not result in the transmission 
of the virus* Zt is, therefore# concluded that the virus is 
not transmitted by aphids* 
f l ies t Transmission studies were carried out by employing 
white flies (Bemisia tabaci) maintained on infected Nieotiana 
taba<iM» ev* Anand*3 when white f l ies were transferred to 
healthy £* <iabaeuM cv* Anand->3 plants no syiqptoms were visuali-
zed even after a lapse of one month* The same x^sult was 
obtained in 5 replicates, ttwis indicating that the virus is 
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not transmitted by white f l i «a « 
fiCflfti • ^ al l cases wharo the graft was succe-
ss ful» syiqptoins typical of the virus i^peared on the new 
enterging leaves about 3 weeks after graft union* l^ia 
was found tD be the only method of succ3s3&il virus transmission 
besides machanical transmission* Table 2 shows the cesults of 
the^ eHperiments* 
Table 2 • Transmission of Solanum ainot{i>©nsQ mosaic virus by 
grafting. 
Replicate Plant of cio* of 
grafted successful plants 
grafts infected 
Incubation 
period in 
days 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
5 
4 
5 
6 
3 
5 
4 
5 
6 
3 
21 
24 
21 
20 
21 
ttif"^—> ^11 transmissian tests indicate that the 
virus is not transmitted through soil in which infected plants 
are growing* None of varieties of the systemically reacting 
species of j|» ^-^^^iin via* cvs* Anandk3« N*P« 37«ar4, Bhopali 
and Harrison's «»eci«l exhibited any discernible synptoms* 
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Saad teyanamlBfilon • Seedling* raised frow seeds obtained 
frcn Infected plants jcenalned healthy*. Zt seems that the virus 
Is not carried throu^ the soeds o£ infected plants* 
NemafcOflft fcranaroiasion t Longldotus ap^ was employed to study 
transtnission through nematodes* On Inooalation g,* tabaeu|nn 
cva» QE^  and Anandf3 did not shew any aytc^ tocaa^  It was» thace-
fore# concluded that the virus is not transmitted throu^ 
Lonoldorus and protably is not transirittad throu^ nematoctes* 
DOf^ tfer •.ransmiflsion t The local species o£ dodder (Cuseut^ f reflex^) 
was used for tranmission of the virus* Oit o£ the S plants 
used non ejdilbitad any ayiBptoma* Thus indlc^itlng that the virus 
is not transmitted by £• reflexa* As only one species was used 
for transmission^ no gsneralization can be made as to dodder 
transmiasicxi* 
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PROPS OF ^ ^^ CT.^ VIWS^ . 
Before attetqptlng to isolate a virus i t is inperative 
to study its prqpertles in plant sap* The information obtained 
with zegard to its stability* concentration and conditions 
required to preserve the infectivity and maximissing the amount 
of virus goes a long way in its successfuX purification, 
i'rcperties of the virus itself can be dstertnlned with great 
facility when preparations free from contamination of host 
material are obtained* 
Thennal <lQafch point i Prssh cap prepared by the procedure des-
cribed earlier (Chapter 3) was divided into 11 equal aliquota» 
Each of the aliqcuots was given an esiposure for 10 min to a 
temperature in ^ steps between the range of 40 to 90^ C* 
Inoculum was assayed on amarantioolor and feabaesum cv* 
Anand»3* It is evident from Table 3 that the virus tolerates 
a ten«>erature of 65^ 0 but not 70®C« Thus the virus is inactiva-
ted between and TO^C, 
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Tabitt 3 - Thexmal Inactlvation of Solanmn amoteap»na» mosaic 
virus* 
S«NO» Tsnpccatnn 
Local 
Host reaction 
I - ^ ! Systetnic 
1* 40 120*38 + 
2* 45 67*56 
3* 50 33*23 
4. 55 21*53 -f 
5* 60 i8*78 
6. 65 4*39 4-
70 « «> 
8* 75 -
9« 60 - -
ao* 85 - -
11 90 
• appearance of vis4J3le symptoms 
- » absence of visible syirgptoms 
* • data based on average of 12 leaves 
** data basad on S plants 
Lonoairitv ^ Vitaa t Sap obtained from t^ bataim cv. Anand^ 
remained Infective at room temperature for l6 days and lost 
infectivity after a storage of 7 days.(Table 4*) 
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Table 4 • Longevity in JtliCS Solanum ynotapenae mosaic 
virus 
'I I 
Tenperature . Storage of sap { Average number of 
^ o^ ^ I (Days) I Leaiona on^  
I * 
[ Leaiona on 
amarantieolor* 
27 1 2 10 56.66 
11 49*29 
12 38.37 
13 24.66 
14 ©.17 
13 11.23 
16 6.1 
17 -
18 -
*Oata baaed on average of 12 leavsa 
PU^Mffl t tna g94nti « Ten-fOld dilutions of aap were 
prepac«d ( W ^ to 10*"') \asing 0*01 M neutral phosphate 
buffer. Baeh dilution was assayed both on amarantiisQlor 
And tdllBifflll cv* An and»3» The virua remained infective 
up to a dilution of 10*^ but infectivity was lost at a dilution oi 
10*^* The dilution end point of the virus l ies between 10*^ 
and 10*^ (Table 5). 
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Tabia «» 5 onutlon «nd point of Solantira amofeapansa ro(»iaio 
vixus 
OiluUon Hflfft fliaglrfign 
Local* Systemic** 
93.23 + 
68.93 • 
60«26 
20*S2 
10-5 12.16 <-
• 
l o - ' • 
•f *> Sydtetnic reaction ; •> * no zeaotion 
* data based on average of 12 leaves 
** data based on 5 plants 
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pipyERENT xaMsa AFTER i w o a ^ T i P N 
Viruses are knovirn to attain maximum concentration in 
a host at a certain period after inoculation* the concent-
ration then £alls either gradually or in some cases» abruptly* 
It is of utmost ii^ortance to kncM the time after inoculation 
when it attains maxJxmam concentration So that tissue from 
the plant may be harvested at the tinw vthen concentration is 
This varies with different viruses* Tto determine the 
time when the SaMV attains maximum concentration, three culti-
vers of fcabaeum viz* Anand->3« and aiopali v/hich exhibit 
clear cut synptoms were selected* Groups of plants of each 
cultivar were inoculated manually tnd tissues harvested from 
randomly selected plants from each group was used for assay 
£1* amarantleelor« First assay was done 6 days after inoculation 
and then after every 24 h* 
The virus attains maxinum concentration in all the 
three oativars 13«14 days after inoculation but among the 
three cultivars highest concentration, as evidenced by Infecti-
vity test, is attained in a Anand-3 (Fig* 20) • The virus was 
in fr flffi^T** AnmnM and for a l l the work tissue from 
the plant was harvested 13*14 days after inoculation* 
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DISTttlHJTIQN Qg Vims IM DITFgBEHr OR(AN3 QP 
SY* An f^m » 3 
Distribution o£ a virus in differant organs o£ a plant 
is known to vary considsrably* Xn such a ease it is worthwhile 
to dissect the plant and use cnly those ocgam which contain 
h i ^ concentration of virus and discard others* To study the 
distribution of SaMV in feabaeum or* Anand-3 leaf, stem 
and root of plants inoculated 14«>15 days earlier were dissected 
and the organs macerated in 0»01M phosphate buffer pH 7*0 
followed by a lew speed centrifugation» The sap thus obtained 
was assayed on amagantleol or* Table ft shows that the roots 
contain no virus and a very low concentration is present in the 
stem whereas the bulk of the virus is in the leaf tissue* 
Talide 6 « Distribution of Splanum amotapense mosaic virus in 
different organs of .^^ l^ i^ni cv* Anand^S 
Part of the plant i ^be r of local lesion 
on £• smjmibissistK* 
Leaf 127.38 
Sten 25*65 
Koot None 
• Data based on average of 12 leaves* 
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STANBVilOJZATZGN OF LOCAL LESZGN HOST FOR Vim3 ASSAY 
Of al l th« tBot plants vmm6 only 9 AvolMd local lesions 
vis* £• aroarantieolor» C» alburo» £• «urala# N» tabaeum cv« 
tnrhita aarl«y and ixlgMtisUl* number of lesions on 
inoculated leaves of svlvaferia and SUaUl were few* 
The lesions on imirale were rather large and few in number* 
Both and E* t:abae^ ro White airley were fOund 
suitable local lesion hosts but the availability of seeds and 
the fact that six inoculable leaves wexw ot:^alned in a shorter 
time on S.* amarantiffolor. the latter routinely uaed as an 
assay host in all studies* Th& lesions evdced were clear cut# 
consistent discrete and easily countable* 
The optimum conditions for the appearance of local lesion 
on aiBarant.ieQlor were determined* These include effect of 
pre and post»inoculation dtetrkening* detopping* rinsing after 
inOQulation and uniform spray or mixing of abrasive in the 
inoculun* 
Iffeet of pge*and post^'inoculation darkening i To study the 
effect of pr*»iaoGulation and post-lnoculation darkness on 
H* ^aho^si ev« Anand»3« seven sets of plants each having 12 
plants were used* The first sat served as a control* the 2nd 
3rd and 4th sets weee )fsi>t undsr darkness for 24 h, 48 h and 
72 h, respectively* Ihe fifth, sixth and seventh were )aspt for 
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34 h« 48 h and 72 h under darknsss after Inoculation* Losions 
were counted 5 days after Inoculation^ On amarantieolbr. 
It is evident from Table 7 that number of local lea ions were 
enhanced when test plants were kept under darkoeas before 
inoculation for 24 h and reduced when kept 72 h darknesa 
after inoculation* 
Table 7 • The effecti o£ pre-and post-inoculation darkening 
on JQlanuin OT9t§Pfin§a mosaic virus. 
' "' i . # 
airation j ^Wff^fle Bttmpeg 9l 
in hours * Pre»inoculatlon 
S darMnlng 
! . * I . S control I Treated 
• ^ 
Post* inoculation 
darkening 
Control * S Treated' ^ • 
24 73^62 109* 62 84*2 62*6 
48 73*29 89*87 83*0 42*29 
72 71*13 66*00 83*23 30*13 
* Data based on average of 12 leaves 
S f f t c t 9 1 IP^^QJ^ fpynnipn * to study the effect 
of deotcpping two sets of |i* tabacuia cv* Anand»3 each having 
12 plants were used* Apex of the let set w s removed before 
inoculation while those of the second set remained intact* 
Inoculations were made on £* amaranfeiedef by the usual 
prooedkire* Lesions were cooipared after 5 day* of in§(^«tion* 
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Tabic 8 ahowa that dtotopping does not affect the number of 
lesions fozmed mackedly thou^i them ia a s l i ^ t Increase 
(S*14 per cent) • 
Table 8 « S££ect o£ de-topping on lesion formation by Solanum 
^ofcapense mosaic virus 
Treatment Average number of local 
lesions* 
Apex removed 90 #00 
i^ex intact 6S«6 
Cbntrol 86*30 
* JData based <m an average of 12 plants 
SffQgtt 9f « ^^ e^ effect of carborundum 500(Silicon 
carbide) when used in different ways, on the number of local 
lesions was studied* Inoculum was pref^ared by the usual proce-
dure and divided into 3 parta* The 1st part vas inoculated 
directly without carboxundara« 2nd part was mixed with oarborunduai 
and inoculated and the 3rd part was inoculated on leaves 
pre-duated with carborundum* Inoculations were made on £• 
aroaranticolor and i t was noted (Table 9) that the method 
in which carborundom was dusted on leaves before inodulation 
gave the hif^ieat number of lesions* 
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Tabl« 9 • Effect of carboxundum on lesion frrmation of Solamin^  
amofcapanaa mosaic virus. 
Treatment Mo* of local lesion* 
Control 71 
i«Uthoiat carborundum 41 
Carborunaum mixed with 56 
the inoculum 
Carborunaom aasted over 70 
leaves before Inocultaojation 
• Data based on averaga of 12 plants 
Sffect of Plant slae on lesion formation « TO select correct 
size and number of leaves on assay host 6 plant having 3« 6, 
6 and 12 fiilly expanded leaves on the central 8t«n were 
selected for inoculation* They were inoculated by the usual 
method and lesions evoked were counted 5 days after inoculation* 
Table 10 shokrs that amarantigolor having 6 e3Q>anded leaves at equal 
• l ie Should be used for assay* 
Table 10 «* Bffect of plant size on lesion formaticm by Sdanum 
mosaic virus* 
X«eaf stage i ^ b e r of local lesions control 
3 leavei 31*29 57*38 
6 leav«s 57*33 57*38 
• l e a m 4l*3« 57*38 
12 leaves 39*54 57*38 
Oat* based m mmrmg& of 12 planta 
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Siaargt rtntinq tltwf OXg^wnt j.nttgYftH 9t inffcultUan * ^o 
study tha Affect of rinsing aftor different intervals of ino. 
ettlation# 4 sets of S* smarantieOlQr plants, each having 12 
plants were used* Plants o£ the Zst set were rinsed inanedia* 
tely after inoculation while of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th set were 
rinsed 1 h# 2 h and 3 h after inoculation* Table 11 shoirs that 
leeicni develop most in plants which are rinsed Irmediately 
aftor inoculation and ^en rinoing is delayed the development 
of lesions is reduced to some extent* 
Table 11 •• Effect of rinsing cn lesicm formation after inoculation 
Solanutn amotapense raoaaic virus* 
Treatment i%raber of local lesion* 
control 110* 29 
Immediate rising 110* 72 
1 h after inoculatic«i 104*5 
2 h after inoculation 95*5 
3 h after inoculation 89*25 
* Data based on average of 12 plants 
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PTOLm^SOf ^DjttS^.OW, 
Effaefc Qg huffeifa • Young infeotad laavos o£ N* tabaeuiy Anand»3 
wer« tnacoratod in various buffers separately* ZnOduIum was 
prepared lay usual method of preparation and assayed on Qf, 
Table 12 •• Effect of variois buffers at different pH values on 
the infectivity of Solanuro amotaoense mosaic virus 
Buffer molarity j pH S lumber of local 
I lesioiv^leaf on 
ii I III 
• Control I I t 
I iiiii — 
Citrate 0*114 6*00 
6*50 
7*00 
27*25 
42*25 
40*75 
170*39 
Borate 0*2M 6*7 
6*09 
7*36 
104*5 
90*0 
75*0 
Borate - l^ aUl 0#1M 9*3 
9*44 
9*67 
47*75 
69*25 
52* B7 
170*39 
/ 
Phosphate - Borate 0*1M 6*2 
3*4 
8*6 
94*25 
103*62 
118* S 
190*39 
Qlyeine HCl 0*01M 4*5 
5*0 
5*5 
29.25 
41*25 
52*25 
170*39 
Carbonats biearbonatsO* IH 6*00 
6*5 
7*0 
26*25 
40*25 
36*03 
170*39 
Phosphate 0*01M 6*0 
6*5 
7.00 
108*92 
134*61 
166*88 
170*39 
• Data based on average of 12 leaves* 
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0£ al l the 8«v«n buffers used at different pH levels 
0*0IM phosphate baffer pH 7*0 gave the hlghests number of local 
lesions* The number of local lesion in this case mre about 
the same as in the control (Table 12) • So in al l studies 0*01M 
phosphate buffer pH 7*0 bras routinely used* 
lonie Strength i To determine the most suitable ionic strength 
of phosphate buffer for re^taining the infectivity of the virus 
OtOlM, 0«1M and 0»2M buTfera wore used for tnacerating the infect-
ed tissue and the aetp tiius obt«iii^d i/os assayed on C* araarant"!.* 
color* It ic ovicfent frcm Table 13 that phosphate buffer pH 
7*0 having 0«01H ionic strength is most suitable £or retaining 
inact iv i ty of th© virua« 
Table 13 • Effect of phosphate buffer <t>n the infsctivity 
of 'i^ oianum aroot^ aoanse mosaic virus 
* i t 
^iolarity S pK value ; Average number of } Control 
I Slocal lesion on S 
«a$aaiilfisl2£* ! 
Buffer 
Phosphate O.OIM 6.00 
6.5 
7.0 
108.92 
134.61 
161.83 
170 
O.IM 6*00 
6.50 
7.00 
74. 55 
93.10 
100.8 
N 
0«2M 6.00 
6.50 
7.00 
35.00 
37.25 
47.75 
M 
• Data based on average of 12 leaves* 
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JwSdltlyqi t year stabl l lai i^ and enhancing stability of th« inoculum* 
some ch«lating compound diethyl dithioearbomate and anti-
oxldiging agent, sodium swlphlte vare added to the inocultin. 
Effect of dietfiyl and sodium ault:liite t To 
stt^dy tJhe effect of dietiiyl dithiocarbamate (DTF^A) and 
sodium sulphlte# sap prepared from infected plant was divided 
into 3 aliquots* l^e f i r s t aliquot was kept es control (untreated)* 
the 2nd and 3r6 aliquota vere raided witJi 0»01 per cent soditro 
sulphite and .01 K diethyl dithiocarbamate. "Siese were allowed 
to st-»nd for 30 roin» samolea trere a«?sayed on C» amaranticolor* 
lesions were coui^ tad S day after inoculation* I t is evident frctn 
Table 14 t1 -^lt bot3i solium suljihite nnd diethyl dithiocartsitnate 
increase the infactivity of the virus* The increase in lesion 
number being tnore significant with diethyl dithiocarbawate. 
Table 14 •• Eff«!ct c£ diethyl dithiocarbatnate and Sodium chloride 
on the infectlvity of Solanum arBotat?enae mosaic virus. 
Treatment t^tmit^ of local lesion 
on C. awaranticolor* 
Control 160.13 
Sodium sulphite 190»8S 
Diethyl dithiocarbamate 213.66 
* Data based on average of 12 leaves 
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I f£»ct of aodlutn chlorid»» sodlttm gulphlf and diethyl* 
dlthloearbaiBate > To study th« combimd effect of sodiutn 
chloride* sodium sulphite and diethyl dlthlocarbatnate* sap 
frcn Infected plant was divided Into 3 allquAts* The f irst 
aliquot was used as contxx>l« the 2nd allqmot was mixed with 
1 per cent sodium chloride* 0*01 per cent sodium sulphite and 
0.01 M diethyl dlthlocarbaroate and the 3nd aliquot was mixed 
with similar (]aantltles of aforesaid chemicals and subjected 
to low speed centrlfugatlon. The chemicals were mixed and 
stirred for 30 mln. Sach aliquot was assayed on St. amarantleolor 
and lesions wezre counted 5 days after Inoculation* Table 15 
Indicates that when solum chloride* sodium sulphite and 
diethyl dithlocarbamate was used In ccinblnatlon there was an 
Increase In number of lesions. This Increase Is about the same 
when only diethyl dithlocarbamate is used. Low speed centrl-
fugatlon after the treatment results In some loss of the virus. 
Table 15 - Sffect of sodlxun sulphite* sodium chloride and diethyl 
dithlocarbamate the Infectivlty of the Solanum 
amotapensa mosaic virus 
Treatment tiumber of local lesion 
on S," ^^g^nt^caw* 
Control 160.66 
Sodium chloride* 219.39 
Sodium sulphite 
Diethyl dithlocarbamate 
Sodium clkloride 207.36 
Sodium sulphite 
Diethyl dlthioearb«m«te followed by < 
• Date bated on mrnxm^ B of ik l«av«»« 
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PURIFIGATIOH 
TO study the properties of a visas apocially its 
biophysical# bio-chemical and Immunological properties# it 
is essential to obtain preparations v^ich are £ree frcm host 
material and s t i l l retain infectivity* Identification of 
particles is possible in preparations which are fcee frcro 
cont€uninants* Zt is itnperative to establish correlationship 
bett^een t ^ identified particles and infectivity* Obtaining 
preparations which are free from host oontatninants and nonnal 
plant proteins, without loss and inactivation of virus is 
often a dif f icult probl«n» Before attempts are made to isolate 
the virua itself fran infected tisstie, it has to be extracted 
from infected tissue and the extract so obtained clarified* 
i^»teraetiiQ» t Leaves from inf^-cted plants showing characteri-
stic syraptoms inoculated 15 days earlier VTere harvested 
and the tissue disrupted in a blender using 0*0IM phosphate 
buffer pH 7*0 containing 0*1M diethyl dithiocarbamate* 1 
per cent sodiun chloride and 0*01 per cent sodium sulphite* 
The slurry was passed through double layer of chease cloth 
and the s^P obtained was centrifugad for 10 min at 7000 spa* 
The pellet was diseardsd and the supernatant used as starting 
material for purification* 
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Qroanie Scalvantst Clarification of th« eruds extract to 
remove most of the contaniinating hoat material was attenpted 
by addition of some organic 8^1vents# triton x-lOO and by 
freezing and thawing infected tissue* 
Effect of carbon t©trachlori<fe# diloroform, n-lwtanol 
and a mixture of IIH>FCUTANOL and chlorofonn in equal VOUUIIMS 
T^ aa investigated in one experiment* Pralicninary experiments 
revealed high losses in infectivity virhen these organic solvents 
were used in equal volumes with the extract so 5 and 10 per 
cent of these organic solvents «are used* solvents were 
added slowly to the extract with continuous stirring and the 
suspension allowed to stand for 30 min* Xhe emulsion was 
broken by a low speed centrifugation (lO min at 7000 *pm). 
Table 16 shows that 10 per cent carbon tetra chloride, 
chlorofocm and ]>-butanol affected tl:»B infactivity adversely* 
A mixture of n»butanQl and chlorofozm maintained ttm infec-
tivity of the virus to a great extent and noxmal ccxistituents 
of the hoet and pignents were removed to a greater extent 
as coinpared to other solvents* 
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Tabl« 16 • Effect of organic solvttnts on the infectivity 
^iJIftMB ynofeapenae mosaic vlxufl* 
Solvent ^rcentage local lesions on 
Of rnggftonicf^og 
control 176.3 
Carbon tetrachlorid© 5 157*3 
10 67 
Chloroform 5 139.2 
10 53»1 
n»butanol 5 68.6 
10 45 
Mixture of 10 170.8 
i}«»butanail 
chiorofona 
* Oata based an averagQ of 12 leaves 
IffttigBI ?<rlOfl, 
l^ hougb used primarily in the initial extraction 
raediun to assist in the release of virus particles froa 
cell conponentf i t may also assist in clarification of 
the crude extract* 
crude extract was divided into two ali<iaots* 'She 
f i rs t was allowed to stand for 30 min* To the second Tritcm 
8 8 
}6»100 was addad to bring I t to a concentration of 5 per cent* 
T^ia was allovred to stand for 90 mln with constant stirring* 
After this period both were given a low speed ocntrl^gatlon 
(lO mln at ?000 jpm* ^pematant chained was assayed on 
In three different experlitrants ^ ovl<?ence by 
Table 17 Infectlvlty was found to be enhanced by Triton 
}&*100« Tne Increase in Infectlvlty In all the three experiments 
was more than 20 per cent* 
Table 17 - Effect of Trltcn 36-100 on the Infectlvlty of 
Solanum amotapenae posalc virus 
Treatment %rcenta^ ttimber of Control %rcentage 
liaslon on increase 
S*aEaEamii-
Experiment 1 5 67*53 56*23 
M 2 5 74.31 62*56 21*45 
« 3 5 74*43 59*29 
* Data based on average of 12 leaves 
Ffpaazino & thawing t Freezing infected tissue facUltatew 
removal of host material for viruses which are stable* 
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certain cases I t has proved to effect inactivity adversely 
when infected tissue was frosen for 24 h before extracticm of 
SPlanum amotapense mosaie vlrus» infisctivity was reduced to 
a great extent as is evldant from table 18» 
Table 18 • Effect of freesing and thawing on the infisctivity 
of mosaic virus# 
Treatment Number of local Percentage 
lesion on c« 
Freezing & thawing lie 25 
Untreated 157 ^ 
* Data based on average of 10 leaves 
Lew speed eentrifugatloq i Crude extract was centrifugsd 
at low speed at different xpm to see its effect on infectivity 
as well as clarity of the extract* The uncentrifuged extract 
served as control. Data included in table 19 shows that higjiest 
infectivity Is present in extracts centrifUged at 5#000 xpm. 
Centriftigation at 7000 *pm reduces infectivity to a slis^t extent 
but considerable amount of plant material is got rid off* 
After centrifu«ation at 10#000 zpm infectivity is inpaired 
to some extent* In all futtxre work for clarificati<»i preparaticms 
were centrifugsd at 7000 rpm for 10 min* 
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Table 19 •> Effect of lew speed centrlfiigatlon on the 
infectlvlty o£ the Solenuif^  atnofeapense mOBaic virus 
RtvoXutlons 
iser Tp^ mitp 
Oaration mmber of 
average local 
Las ions On 
flwar^nfeicggg 
Control 
saoo 
7000 
10000 
10 roln 
10 min 
10 min 
133.3 
124.20 
119.23 
136.66 
136.66 
136.66 
* Data besed on avsraga of 12 loaves 
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I^LATIOW oy yiws FRCM CIARIPISD 8:^ HACy 
It ia unlikely that a single iaofcatlon procedure would 
work with equal effectiveness for all viruses due to the 
prcpertias of the virus* nature of host and several other 
factors• 09nerally employed purification procedures fa l l 
into 3 groups i U adsorption 2* Precipitation 3* Differential 
centrlfugatlon* 
Adsorption techniques ar© generally used in conjuction 
with other methods in purification and concentration of viruses* 
This technique e^uld not be used due to lack o£ facilities* 
Salt precipitatien t f^cipitation by acinoniuin sulphate has 
been used to purif|: tobacco niosaio# tcmato bushy stunt* 
tobacco necrosis* turnip yellow mosaic and several other viruses• 
Application of this tschnigiaa failed to precipitate tha virus 
in these studies* Preparations obtained showed no infectivity* 
Fractions i— with petyethylene tflyccl • l»reeipitation of 
viruses with polyethylene gjLyco^ (PtGO was used for a mmber 
Of viruses (Hatoart* Labexmann* 196«| Ooodiny and H ^ r t # 
19<7| Mbreohtova and klir^ l968i Hahiaood and Bsters 1973)* To 
sap extracted fron infected tissue was added sodium chloride 
to make a conoantration of 0* 2M* This extract containing sodium 
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chloridB wras dlvidad into 4 aXlqaoti to whld> PEO 6000 was 
addsd to make concentration of 2,4,6 and 8 per cent* reapecti* 
vely* These ware allowed to stand for 30 tnln with continuous 
stirring followed by a low speed contrifugation* l^l let was 
suspended in •OIH phosphate buffer pH 7*0 and centrifuged 
for 10 inin at 7000 xpm* Supernatant obtained in each case was 
assayed on C« amaranfeieolor^ No/^lesions mre observed cm any 
test plant* Xt seems that Solanurn amotepense mosaic virus is 
not precipitated under the conditions enployed* 
gmgarant;^ gantglfaffi^Uffn > Oifforential centrifugation 
has s to a great extent supplanted the earlier techniques* 
Zt involves the application of alternate cycles of higti and 
lOtf speed centrifugation* The size and density of the known 
viruses are such that they are pelleted from solutions within 
2 h in high cen t r i fU^ fields* the aggregated contaminants 
being removed by low speed centrifugation* This procedure 
Is widely used to concentrate the virus and to separate the 
virus from eontaminanta* These procedures are usually 
p t e o M d e d by various methods of clarification and are some 
t i m M feilowed by dtupity gradient centrifugation* enssymatic 
treatment** eleetrophOMSis* and serological method* as 
adjunct to Obtain hifiM.y purified preparations * Differential 
centriftigation was finally e n i p l w d for purification of 
^tHillBt nesaic v i m s * 
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Tha •xtraet dbtaiiMd frcn infectad tlssu* waa clarified 
by tt^ition of a mixtara o£ i>»butanQl and chlorofon (in 
equal vodumes) to tlMi axtxaot to oaka a ccmr:antiratlon of 
10 par cant* Tha mlxtura wa» added alowly with vigorous 
stirring* It was alloiirad to stand for 30 ntin with continuous 
stirring* The <Knul8ion was broken by eentrifuging for 10 tnin 
at 7000 j:pro* Aquaous pnase was collected and centrifugad at 
40*000 cpin for 2 h* S^pematant was discarded and the pellet 
suspended in 0*0IH phosphate buffer pH 7*0 and given a 1CM 
speed centriligation* The pellet obtaimd was discarded and 
supernatant centrifugad for 2 h at 40#000 j$>(n* The pellet 
obtained uas resuspendad in 0*01^ phosphate buffer pH 7»o 
and centrifuged at 7000 JQ^IQ for 10 min* The supernatant obtained 
(Fig* 21) was clear opalescent and infectious and was xised 
to study the prcs^ertios of the virus* 
Znfectivity of the virus at diffiazent stages of the 
purification parocedure was tested to asaess loss of virus at 
different stages* Suspensions obtained after the 1st and XZnd 
cycles of differential oentrifugation were tested after diluting 
i t to the extent to bring i t to the original volume* Table 20 
shows that high speed oentrifugation affects the infectivity to 
seme extent* Most of the loss occurs daring the 1st cycle of 
differential centriftigation* The final virus suspension g a i n e d 
s t i l l retained high infectivity* 
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Crud« Juie* • 
Sodium chlorid* diethyl dlthioearbamatft 
4- Sodium 8ulphlt«(to make 1 pere«iit#0*01M 
and 0«01 per cent JcespectiveX 
mix and st i r £or 30 min 
centrifuge at 7000 xpm for 10 min 
Supernatant 
+ 
a mixture ^ equal volunie of »»butanol and chloroform 
to make a concentration of tO per centi shake for 10 mi.n 
Aqueous phase 
Clarify 10 min 7000 xpm 
Supernatant 
2h#40#000 xpm 
Pellet discard 
Pellet ajipematant discard 
resuspend in 0«01M phosphate 
buffer pH 7*0 
clarify 10 min 7«000 xpm 
>^peztiatant 
2h#40»000 xpm Pellet discard 
let Supernatant discard 
Risuspend in 0*0IM 
phosphate buffer pH 7«0 
clarify 10 min 7,000 ipm 
Supematant 
(virus solution) 
Bsllet discard 
Fig, 21« Flow diagram of Solanum amotapense mosaic virus 
purifieation* 
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Table 20 « Zni^ctlvlty of Solanmn MBOfeapanaa niosaie vims 
at dLlfarant stagas of purification* 
Stagas No« of local leaions/Laaf * 
Extract l31 
After 1st cycle of 100 
differential centrifugation 
After 2nd cycle of 90 
differential contriligation 
(purified virus preparation) 
Dansity gradient centrifuoation « Purthsr puri f icet icn of the 
vlarus preparation v;as achieved by di?nsity gradient centrifu-
gation. The last traces of plant prot^ir®, ribosoines and other 
contaminants were removed by rate sonal density gradient centri-
fugation on sucrose cOlumns* Preparations obtained after two 
cycles of differential contrifugation were loaded on sucrose 
columns and centrifuged for 2500U zpm for 30#60«90 tnin* The 
tubes were viewed in a dark room by projecting a narrow beam 
Of lig^t down the tubes from the top* 
One light scattering band was visualized* Ths distance 
transversNid by the band after 30 rain was 16 ran from the roiniscus 
and after 90 rain 32 mm (Fig, 22) • the l i ^ t scattering band 
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was consiatttntly pr«sent* ^ t s r i a l rvmowd frcm th« light 
scattering band after dilution was inoculated on to the leaves 
o£ smaranfcieolor^ Znnunierable lesions were evoked on these 
leaves indicating that i t was infectious* 
To establish thatt the light scattering band was infact 
due to the virus and not an artifact or due to host con^onents* 
equal amounts of healthy and infected tissue form plants of 
same age and size and raised under similar conditions was 
subjected to the pruification procedara adopted and the pellets 
obtainod aftar the second cycle of h i ^ speed centrifugation after 
suspension in 0 .0 IM phosphate tai^fer pH 7«0 was clarified by 
low speed centrifugation and layered on top of dtewBity gradient 
tubes* The tubes were centrifuged for 90 niin at 2S,000 xpm* 
in a swin^ng bucket rotor* A ligiiit scattering band was visualized 
in the tube on which material front infected tissue was layered 
and nc such corresponding band was pxiefient in the tube on which 
material from healthy plants was layered* rhe position of the 
band eorrmapond^d tc those seen earlier* 
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gH^PXil^  II 
p r ^ r t h ^ ov svripudyims prbparatic^ 
Ultraviol«t abaorption •peettum i FUrlfiad virus preparation 
obtaizisa £roni density gradient oentrifugation« mixed in 
neutral 0*0IM phosphate buffer waa subjected to a eycle of 
"high speed contrifugation at 40,000 ipm, for a h* Pallet 
obtained waa dissolved in 0«01K phosphate b i f f « r pH 7,0 and 
examined in a Pye-unicam UV/VIS qpacftrcphotoraeter. 
Preparation gave a £$>©ctxum topical of nucleo-pttJteins (Fig* 23). 
Results are ouRroarised kelm i 
Haxteum ebsorberice « 258 nm 
ninlmira aJbsorbance a 246 isn 
A280/260 - 0.78 
A 260/280 • U U 
A max/A min 1.05 
A 260 a 0.S4 
A 280 •> 0.47 
The results are indicative of a low amount of nucleic 
which was calculated to he S per cent. 
Analytical ultracentrifuqaUon • Sadimentation studies of the 
purified virus preparation were carried csut witii an analytical 
ultracentrifUge BecKmen spinco liodtls E equipped with schlieren 
9 8 
qptioi•Boundary position was tneasucQd lay Nickon projection 
profiltt device* SadliMntation co«fflcl®nt waa calculated to 
b« 1.733. Thm virus aadlmented as a singula peak suggssting that 
the preparation was homogenous and contained a single species 
of particles (Fig* 24)* It also indicated ti^at no aggregation 
of particles <£baring purification has taken place* The s<§4irr«n* 
tation results are in aggreeroent with that obtained by 
I 
density gradient centrifiigation showin, cne l i ght scattering 
jSl^ctron • Dip preparations mdo frcm infected 
ii* faibaeamn cv» Anand-3 lesrves rewaaled th© presence of rigid 
rod shaped particles measuring 310 nm in length : and 18 rni 
in diameter <^ig« 25) • 
fUrified preparation obtained after c^nsity gradient 
centrifiigation were pelleted by h i ^ speed e^ntrifUgation* The 
pellet was suspended in 0«0IK phosphate buffer pH 7*0 and after 
giving a low speed centriftigation examined in the Klectron 
microseOptt* These preparations also revealed the preseixie of 
rigid rods which measured 316 nm in length and 18 nm in width 
(Fig* 26) • Most Of the particles were of this length though 
occasionally particles of varying lengths wez^ also dbserved* 
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SgRQbOSy 
Antisexuin preparoa against SaHV in ri-^bita reacted 
specifically with oap tram SaKV-infected plants in tube precipitin 
tests* NO precipitate was c^erved when nortri^ i e^nxai or sa{> from 
healthy plants was used in these tests* A precipitate was 
Observed upto a diluticai of is 128 of tlie antiserum thereby 
indicating that the titre of the antiserum Wdus 128« 
fbrified virus and sap fron infcstrtr'c^  tabagum cv« 
Anand-3 raacted specifically vvith the antiserara in agar>»gel 
double diffusion tests* A i l r^ of pwcipltat© was forroed mid 
way batwean tho antigon and antiserum thralls* !sio liiras ware 
fonned viith healthy plant sa?* nomal senan or saline {i'ig»27)* 
tfhen freshly expressed sap frtm infected plant was mixed 
with the antiserum cluKping of particl<ss was observed* No such 
clunping occurred when frsshly expressed crude sap from healthy 
plants was used* 
SaMV was tested against antisera of SaMV* cucumber ga»en 
luottl* mosaic* pumpHin mosaic and tobacco mosaic virus (Johnson's 
strali^ in agar^gel douliae diffusion taasts* The antigen was 
plaosd in the central well and antisera in the surrounding 
wells* Lines of precipitate formed ketween the i^ l l containing 
SftMV and antiMra against SaMV« cucumber green mottle mosaic 
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virus «nd punplin mosais virus and no l in « was fozmed bBts^ eon 
th« w«li containing SaMV and antiserum against TMA^Johnson's 
strain (Fig, 28}« In another «3cperi^nt antisoruin against cowp«a 
mosaic virus iTMV strain) war. eat tip in the central well and 
sap froro SaMV infected plant and ®ap froro healthy plant in 
the Burroimding v/©lls» A l ine of pr»*cipitate fotroed only 
betv/een th« m antiserum and the cr.rtoinlnr sap from 
JaMV infected plant (Fig* 29) • SaHV i;aa reactoC In tube pre-
c ip i ta t ion test uith entisera against pumpkin tnoeaict tobacco 
mosaie, cowpaa tncsaic (TMV atroln)# bottle <30urA mosaic* 
ciirur.H^r gr<s*»n mottle tncGuic and sunn hepn noaaic viruses. 
Praoinitatio^ observed (»i iy witii iJurapiiin iaosaic* bott le 
gourd roosaJLc and cucvual^ i: green mottle a<caalc viruses. The 
prec ip i tate formed with antij^araro of ijunipkln fviosaic virus was 
heavier than those formed with the antisera of bot t l e gourd 
mosaic or cucumber green mottle mosaic viruses (Table 21) • 
Table 21 - feterologous rslavJLonchJp of SaliV with antisera 
of some known viruses* 
Antisera SaMV Antigen Healthy sap 
Hosmal SetUA) •> 
Puinpkin noeaic virus -
Tobacco noeaic virus - «M» 
(Jot^neon*s strain) 
cowpea moeaie virus (THV strain) 
Bottle gaard mosaic virus ++ -
Cucumber gnten mottle 
noiaie virus 
+4- • 
Sunn henf) mosaic virus - -
m heavy xeaetion <M- • Moderate reactloii 
• • Mo Maetion 
1 0 1 
piSCPSSIOW 
SolanuM a wild plant of family Solanaoaa* 
was reported txon in 194« isiy avmtmon <1946)« So far no 
virus disease has baen reported on this plant* The present 
report is the first* on the natural ocxurrence of a virus 
disease on amotapanse^ Solam n^fj amotaoense mosaic virus 
(SaMV) whidi was isolated from amofeapenae caused a green 
mosaic on newly emerging leave«« whereas older leaves exhibi-
ted mild mosaic 8yns>toins« 
The virus ia easily s ^ transmissible and is also 
transmitted by graftings sevar^ species of aphids via* 
limiSL HffiCTlcflfl* m ^ ,qQaaYP44» h* msU^ 
iifliite f ly (Bemi^ia tabaei) and nematodes failed to transmit the 
virus* The virus is not transmitted throu^ the seed of 
infected plants* 
SaMV has a limited hoet-range# cmising systemic infecticm 
in members of family Solanaceae cmly* 2t caused dark grsen 
mosaic in Hi fcahagma cvs* aiQpali« Harrison's special, 
N*F« 37# Anand»3 and mild mosaic in Samsun MN and Xtnthi* 
glutinose rtacts differently in different m seasons* Zn winter 
necrotic locel lewions are produced on the ino^lated leaves 
whereas systemic infection occurs in summer when teniperatiare 
is above 38^C* N* rustica, M* tabaeum cv* White Burley and 
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Jg. •v lvfer ia rtaet with necrotic Issions. Smvrm hyperseaeltivi 
rvaetion occurs on alatflandii. Young plant* dlo within 
a wai^ of inoculation whila eldar cnias taka about 15 days* 
Capaiflmn animum davelops mild mosaic wharaas fmtaaeana 
davalops vain clearing follOMsd by^  mottling and stunting* 
iYgiPBggiCVm rsacts with yallow mosaic 
mottling nmloncmnA did not react whila nigrum dsveloped 
dark grean mosaic and showad stunted growth* 
Bssides members of Solanaceaa SaMV infected three species 
of viz** g w n w a ^ fi* lauaXa, 
Ahd jC* al^m causing necrotic lesion in t^ iem but no systemic 
invasion followed* 
in plant sap SaMV remains infectious upto 65^ C but not 
70®C* It withstands a dilution of lO"* but not lo" and when 
stored at room temperature retains infsctivity for 16 days* 
SaMV attained maxiimam concentration in N* tabacum cv* Anand->3 
13 days after inoculation* The concentration of the virus 
deereasad from 15th day but the decrease was gradual and 
even after 20 days plants contained h i ^ amount of virus as 
indicated by infeetivity tests* 
ttm most suitable medium to maintain the infectivity 
of saMV was found to be 0«01M phosphate baffisr pH 7*0* it was 
purified by a method involving extraction in 0*01M phosphate 
buffer pH 7*00 hairiii0 0*01 per cent sodium sulphite* 1 per cent 
sodiuM ehleriae* 9»0SN diethyl dlthioeasl»anate* The 
1 0 3 
inlxtuxw was clarified by adding butanol ami chlQrofozin (in 
equal vcslunws) and subjecting i t to two cycles of differential 
centrifUgati^* The last traces of nocmal plant constituents 
were removed by rate zonal dsnsity gradient centrifugation* 
SaMV showed one light scattering band in gradient tubes* 
i'iaterial removed from tUilB band was highly infectious* I\arified 
preparation gave aiaxiroum absorbance at 258 nm and minimum 
at 246 im* Xn analytical centrifuge i t gav€ a s in^e 
with sedinientation coefficient of 1735* 
£\irified preparations when exaroinsd in the electron 
micros ccpe re veiled the presence of elorjgatad rod shaped 
particles 318 nm long and 18 rsa wide* Such particles ti^ra also 
found in dip preparations £vosa leavos of infected plant?* 
SaMV reacted with the antisora of pumpHin mosaic* ccwpea 
mosaic (a TiiV strain)« bottle gourd mosaic and cucumber green 
mottle mosaic viruses and showed no r«»action with antisera 
of "OfS^  (J<^nson*s straiix) and sunn-hetnp mosaic virus* 
SaMV has a restricted host range and reaction on most 
Nicotiana spp* agrees with those evoked by tomato mosaic virus* 
C>n ^  svlvesfcris necrotic lesicMis are caused and no systemic 
invasion follows* l^crotic lesions are evoked on Ji* fcabaeua 
White Barley by S«MV and most Tomato mosaic virus isolates 
induce local leAions cn this liost but some also invada 
syttemically* TONV induoetf neczotic local lesions on JS* dlufcinosa 
104 
Others caused systemic mottle* SaMV induces only necrotic 
lesions on this host* fteactlon of ISoMV and SaMV Is Identical 
on S* glevelandll which is killed by the two viruses. 
Reaction can D. straroonlum Is also identical by both 
the viruses. Necrotic lesions are produced on Phaseol\;^ s vul oaris 
by SaMV and soma strains of TQMV are also reported to cause 
reddish lesion on this host but others do not Infect. Local 
lesions are evoked on Chenopodium spp. by both the viruses 
but loMV becomes systemic later on» 
SaMV could not be transmitted by dod<l9r. As only one 
species was used its transmission by this method can not be 
ruled out. 
SaMV does not seem to be as hl^ily immunogenic as 
TQ6MV as the titre obtained was rather low. It shows no serrolo-
gical relationship with TMV type stjaiin but shows serological 
cross reactivity with cowpea mosaic (a TMV strain) cucumber 
gceen i(K>ttle mosaic and bottle 9>urd mosaic and pumpkin mosaic 
viruses. 
Production of local lession but no systemic Invasion 
In N4.e9tia|na »vlve«^rls is considered to be of diagncetic 
importance for TOMV strains (WAng and Kniq^t# 1967). Reaction 
of SaMV on most of the sol&naceous hosts suggest that it is a 
11)5 
Strain of tomato movaie virus* 
Zt seoint that SaMV i « a hitherto undsreribed strain 
of TCMV aaa to diffarenees in tha raportad sisa of particlas 
of other strains of TOHV and also in the sedimentation 
coefficient* The loss of infectivity in plant tissue when 
stored at low tentperature and inability of SaKV to invade 
iiuiB spp* Systemically is also indicative of this* 
On th® ba^ls of synptotc^tolog-/, host roaction, 
prqpertlas in crude -ii."® ox particlc^ and serological 
behaviour 3aMV is undatbtaly a number of T<A>amo virus group* 
Flfl, !• Solanw young (t « «t ) awS oM 
( r l ^ t ) l«av«8 showing moaaie aymptoma* 
S'lg* 2, ChenoDoaiijm arnaranticolor r l ^ t leaf showing 
npcrotlc lesionai le£t# a healthy leaf* 
FIG. I 
FIG. 2 
Flg« 3» Capalctaw annuuw leav«« showing mild wosale* 
Fig, 4. G9iP8lc\aR frutescensa l«av«« leave« rftowing 
vein clearing* 
FIG. 3 
T 
— I 
FIG.4 
Fig . 5» Datura atarawonluw* rl?[ht leaf liiowlng nacrotio 
local l«®ion«i left , a healthy leaf. 
Fig* 6* PepperstCQT^ lyloperaigutn ev» marglctoe r l ^ t leaf 
ahowing inosalcf left* a healthy leaf* 
FIG.5 
FIG. 6 
Fig. 7, Nicotiaiitt qltitlwoaa r l ^ t «wS centaeal l « « f Onmlng 
necrotic l«slon; left» a ttefilthy leaf* 
Kteottana qlutinosa>' r l^it awS central leaf 
showing moeaie, left# a healthy leaf. 
FIG. 7 
r ig * 9« Wicotlana alutinoaa^ le f t plant shrwing 
reduction In tlzei r l ^ t , a h««lthy plant. 
Fig. 10« Wteotiana r l ^ t laaf jjhowing 
mi 16 iisfiKsalC and lamina redtietiony loft* a 
hetlthy leaf. 
FIG. 9 
FiG.lo 
11 ^..jeotiam, guattoa* a healthy l ea f * 
11 B# Wlcetiattq leaf jiliairtti^ necrotic 
local lesion8« 
FIG. HA 
r i g . 12. Nieotlana tabacwi <?v» N.p. 37 right leaf 
showing roosalcy l « f t a healthy leaf. 
Fig. 13* l7lcotlanB tabaetw ev» Anaw3-3t right leaf flowing 
ffiosalcf left# a healthy leaf. 
. m 
FIG.I2 
FIG. 13 
Fig* 14. Nicetlana tabaetaw ev. <It4, vi<$:\t leaf rficwlng 
moealci left# a healthy leaf* 
Tig» 15. Nicotlana tabacum ev. Bh<?p811^  rl?|ht leaf 
showing tnosalcf left* a healthy leaf. 
JPiq 14 
Fiq 16' 
Fig. 16, Nlcotiare tabacn^ cv» Harrison's specittl, ri?(ht 
leaf ifhowing mosaiei Isft^ a healthy leaf* 
Fig. nicotiana tabacum cv» Harrison's special* left 
plant showing reduction in sissey right# a 
healthy plant. 
FIG. 17 
fig» iBm Nicotiana tabactOT cv* Bmrl«y, rl«(ht l«af 
•hearing necrotic Icsionsf l«ft# a heal^y plant. 
Flg» 3olBmm niarm r i ^ t l®a£ siht»fing defotrrtatlem 
left# a healthy l «af « 
FIG. IS 
FIG. 19 
Fig. 20 # Concentration o£ virus In different cultivars 
of Nlcotlana tSl?^ ?^ !^  
Anand-3xi). 
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I T 
21 23 
Fiq.20 
t Flm aiagrwi of pvarititmfULon of BQlftmai 
f ^ H P ^ y aoMle v ims (P «g » 94)« 
7 
Pig, 22« Rate aonal density gradient eentrlftsgatlon 
In sucrose gradient sones for 90 mln at 
2S000 rpm* 
FIG. 22 
Pig, 23, Ultra violet spectrom of purified Solanutn 
amotapense mosaic vlrus# 
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Fig. 23 
Fig. 24. ultracentrifugation Schlieren pattern of purified 
3 ol-^ num arrot^pense mosaic virus. Sed imentat io-^  
iG rem left to riglit, ultracentrifuge run at 2n®C 
ani^  17000 rptn (a) nhotogrnphs taken 4 min after 
attaining maximum speed, (b) / (c) and (d), at 
inti^rvals of 4 min. 
i 
FIG. A 
FIG.21 B 
FIG.24 C 
I 
FIG. 24 D 
Pig* 25. Electron tnlerograpb of ?;olamm» amotapenge mosaie 
vlrtw from l«n£ dip preparation. Magnification 
X 13500• 
Fig. 26. Electron micrograph of Solanuro arootapetwe 
mosaic virus stzaineiS wlt3i 2 per cent FT A 
pH 6.5, Magnification * 36000. 
f . 
FIG. 25 
fig. 26 
Plg» solanutn awotapenae mosaic vlrua aiitls®mjm 
(central well) wltJi (cloekwiae) antigen healthy 
sapt aallne, distilled water anfl aap from Infected 
plant* 
Fig» 28» Agar-gel dlffualon test of Solantim amotapensf 
moaaic vlras (central well) with (clockwlae) 
antlaera against SaMV, cucumber green mottle 
mosaic vlrti8# pumpkin mosaic virus and normal 
aerum. 
Flg# Agar-i^gel dlf£usl<») test Solanum amotanense 
mosaic virus (central well) with (clockwise) 
antlsere against cowrea mosaic virus normal 
ser^m and saline^ 
FIG. 27 
F1G.29 
r 
b r ^ 
i Q 
FIG.29 
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